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PREFACE

0,

The Program Review Handbook*for-I981-8Z, while
essentially the same as the handboqks.of previous
years, contains some modifications. Reviewers
familiar with previous handbooks will find that

Chapter II has been reorganized into a more useable
format.

In addition, there have been some modifications
of the quality criteria.

In the section titred "The Effect of Instruc-
tion on the Student" tpe reviewer will find three
new or substantially modified criteria; they are:

- The Effect of Bilingual Services on Limited -
'English- Proficient Students.

This criterion has been-revised to reflect
the requirements of the Bilingual Education
Improvement and Reform,Act of 1980 (AB 5Q7):
It is to be used in Elemen y and Secondary
schools providing servic s to LEP students
through (a), (b), (c), d), (e), and (f)
programs which have.21 or more LEP students.

'- The Effect of Instruction and'Services for
4e(/ Studenti with Exceptional Needs.

pis criterion is a revision of the criteria
that were piloted during the 1980-81 review
Beaton. Jt.ts to be used to schoOls when
special eduCition seprices are being provided
within the, regular instructional program as
well as through special day classes.

k. r

iii

- The Effect of the Total Program on'Students.
This is a new criterion. It examines the
rimpact of the total instructional program on

. 'the student and special .services received by'

the student.

In the ,sectibn titled "The Improvement Proceis"
two previdug criteria - The Effect of Translating
the Plan into Action and The Effect of Planning and
Evaluation have been combined into one eriterion
titled "The Effect of Planning, jranslatilp and

Evaluation".

This handberfik has been designed to guide
persons- who serve ;as members of a program review
team--parents or staff who partiCipate in internal
or self-reviews orligons from outside the district
.serving . as part-of external review team. The

program,review process,has been designed for judging
the effects of the school program on students and
staff and to rdeaffy opportunitiet for improving
the program._

Although many school districts use reviews as a
means of assisting their schools in program develop-
ment,.the majority of program reviews are conducted.
by representatives of the State Department of

Education 'and' by consortia of school districts.

These program reviewers will use the procedures, the
criteria for judging program effectiveness, And the
opportunities for improving contained within this

handbook.
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Conducted- concurrently with the quality review

is a review of the compliance of the school progrfim
to the requirements of law and regulation

that accompany the special ftinds received by the

school. To ascertain program compliance, program

reviewers will use the' instructions and criteria

contained in the Guide for Reviewing School.

Program Compliance, ,1981-82.
t

Both state and federal laws mandate the

periodic review of schools receiving special funding
through the consolidated application. The program

review process has been implemented in. schools

receiving. School Improvement funding; Economic

Impact Aidfor compensatory education (state funds);

4

and Elementary and'Secondary Education Act, Title I,
(federal funds) for educationally disadvantaged
students. It is hoped, however!, that all schools,
regardless of funding, *ill find program geview
beneficial in their efforts to provide high quality.

education. .

The handbook is divided into three 'chapters:

Chapter I describes the program review process,

Chapter II tells Ow to conduct a review and

includes the criteria' used to judge and improve the

effectiveness of the program, and Chapter" ICI

'describes how the report of review findings is

developed and shared with the school staff, parents,

and community members. ,

-)

1
4
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%A. DEFINING A PROGRAM REVIEW

The RurpOse of Program Review

THE

CHAPTER I

PROGRAM REVIEW "1" 1

Program review is a process used to evaluate the
quality of a school program and to identify ways in
which the program can be improved. Program reviews may
be conducted by State Department of jOucation, county or

district personnel who, although extespil to the school,
share accountability with the person* at the schOol
foie the.. quality of the instruction provided for
students'. The review process may be used by the school
staff.

lThe primary purpose of program rek, Whether an

, .

external or internal review, is to improve thesschool
program. It is a means for developing and sustaining a(
high quality educational program for each student.

The Scope of Program Review

The program review process described in this hand-
book is based on a particular perspAtive toward the
school. progra4. This perspective places the focus on

tstudents' and examines
received by the student
he effect the support f

e effect the instruction
ually'has upon the student,

r the instructional program has
upon instruction and the student, and e effect "the
pfogram improvement process has upon bot nstructional
support and instruction. The relatio hip among these
aspects of the school, program.is shown in Figure- I.
Notice that the student is at the center and is the
intended recipient, directly or indirectly, of the
effect of the other aspects of the school twogram'which"
are depicted as concentric rings around the studerit.

10

Instruction)

For review purposes, instruction is defined in two
ways. First, it is that instruction actually received
by the student in contrast to the instruction offered by
the school or in, other words, the instruction actually
experienced by the student versus instruction launched'
toward him or her by the staff. Secondly, instruction
la broadly applied and includes all the learning
experiences of 'students during the school day as well as
during extracurricular activities under the control of
the school.

Support

The, next ring .includes two kinds of activities:
Those planned as support to instruction, such as staff
development and parent involvement, and those services
that directly support students, such as guidance and
health services.

I-1 J

11 .
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The Improvement Process-,

The outermost ring of activities; the improvement

P is pi-Oceis,- int,ludes 'the council/committees Which have

'responsibilities for planni4g.the.program and all of the

i;formal as well as formal Ordtessestised.in developing

the planned' program. These include both ,yearly and

ongoing planning and, eyaluation activities, se well. is

aattvities which translate the .planhed program -into

_action.
.

-

The Review Strategy
-A , .. .

.

Titelreitew strategy is ,based bn the ,perspective

toward .the ittlindl .,program just described. The review
shire's wi.th the student and works out toward instruc-
tiOny. suppoit,' and 'how` the --Aanned.-program 'is -Ming

fraoslited: ,into attica, : .710 direction--from the

tOudent outward"is coMplemdnted by a reView of the

planned program ;which looke'st,how Invplan was Or was
not translatedInto action' add at,theseffett,,of plan-

./ieng, translation; evaluation, aduppott activities on
sertiption. TIFIS;...the review-teem will go back and

forthugh thEridgs or layers of the school program,
''to deteigftrIhe'effect of one part' of the Nogrim on
another, and_analyzing,how the effects might be impCoved

on mainkained;R*piirsuing key liniiges 'where activities

have been' pitticul6-ly effective -or wheretimprovements

might have -palIicblarly Nigh, payoffs. The ,links

-emphasized are: ,

...,

. .
.

Ai

Sr The lilac between the:instrupbion receit by the

student and -what adultit dp to meke'this instruc-

tion happen_ for the stddent:and

The 'links between the planned program and trans-
lation activities and between the translation

, activities and the impleiented programs

1
- 4 d

41/P

The strategy used by t -reviewers is to deVelop a

picture of how things wo fqr the students at the

"-school. This .pthure t developed -primarily from

observation 'of individua students,. analysis of the

student's. current work (Tnnecting the current walk to
past work), instructional staff and student exOlanStions
qf student's current and past activities, and instruc-
tibdal and management mat ial used by the staff. These_

observations are supplement by discussions With-staff

and parents. This picture rims the basis for the

reyfemers'./judgment of the effe t of instruction on the

.itudent.
_

After the reviewers hay 0 picture of what is

happening for the students, t ey focus on findITIL Out

4wfult processes at the schohl .contributed to'Whif is

happening.,. The reviewers'seek explanations from staff

of why they do things thp way they do, where the

instructional program comes from, how it is supported
d improved, "how plans get translated into action, and

so on. The focus is on eft cte rather thA on. process
"-for piocesvW sake. This picture forms the basis for

the reviewers' suggestio arding-opportunities for

imptbving the effect of ins ction on 'students.

1-2

4

k

As the reviewer completes, the review of the pro-

gram, a report of findingi is prephred (see ''Chapter

III). The report, which is based on the perspective

toward a'school program described 'earlier, provides for

two types of-findings). (1) the judgment of quality" of

the effect of,.each aspect of the program. under review;

and (2)! suggested opportunitill, for improving

sustaining the effectiveness of the program.

N
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By using. these opportunities for Improving, the reviewer
:identifies prime-Improvement areas and indicates how the
improvement process at the school can be activated to
improve or sustain the quality of the program 'in the

areas identified.

The Relationship Between Program Review
and Ongoing Planning and Evaluation

.The''prdgram review process described in this hand-
book is ,designed to complement, not replete, the exist-
ing 'ongoing planning and eyeluation processes at a

school. Reviewers should make extensive use of infor-
mation developed within the school's ongoing planning
and evaluation,mocedures: Together, program review and
planning and evaluation procedures can form a major Vert
of the total-evaluation process at a school.

Reviews conducted ly ,teviewers from outside the
school provide a-fresh viewpoint andindependent vali-
dation of internsl review findings. The program review
conducted. for the. State Department of Education, either
by a state review team or, through a consortium of dis-
tricts, will be based,oq this handbook. In contrast to
the two or three days available for external reviews, a
school can use all or part of these procedures over a
olonger period of tine. Such use of these procedures by
the people at dbochciol prior toe an eternal review can
do much to improve the validity of the external review.

Familiarity with the review criteria and .procedures
will help staff and parent communicate effectively with
reviewers, and they w411 help reviewers obtain the

information they need to make informed judgments.

- The findings of grogram review, whether ineernal or,
external, can be of sistance in discussions and

decision making about deligping and'impiementing,staff

14 1-3

dixelopment activities, in determining where assistance
is needed, and in determining where changes are needed
in the way the planned program is translated into
acts n. In short, the program review process, yields
inf motion that is essential to effective program

elopment--information about what is working well and
why and what should be changed and law. Program review
can be a valuable part 'in the program improvement cycle
of planning, translating the planned program into
action, evaluating the implemented 'program, and
modifying the planned program.

Program Review Responsibilities

For the purpose of grogram review to-be achieved,
reviewers and school personnel alike 'most recognize and
accept their responsibilitiei for ensuring that the

review process is a means for developing and sustaining
a high quality educational program for each student at
the1 school.

Major Responsibilities of the Reviewers

The major responsibilities of the reviewers are:

To'conduct the review thoroughly, enough for the ft.

development of a. cleir and accurate understanding
of the effectiveness of the school program.

To use that knowledge to make usable'suggestio ris

for intreasing or sustaining the effectiveness
of the program.

In fulfilling these responsibilities, each reviewer
must:

Prior to entering into the review process, put
aside any preconceptions of what the program

-15
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should be-like as .well as ,any -personal; educa-

tional, or managerial preferences.

Use the self-review findings to facilitate
dissuasions, with school staff and parents.
These discussiode should cover the sdhool, pro -
gram and h6w well it is working and Provide
evidence sufficient to verify, extend, clarify,
enrich, or repudiate,thOse findings.

Be able to reflect back to the school--as a
mirrorthe picturehe or she has developed
of the effectiveness of the school 'program.

AO Be-able bo.,link.the Ziplegir of what the pro-
gram is with what the schoo community intends
it to be in'such a way -that the school

community can use the program review experience
as a springboard for concerted improvement
activities.

Recognize and support the program improvement
efforts of the school community:

Major Resigssibilities of the School Community

The major responsibilities of the staff, parents,
and community members involved in a program review are:'

To know th anhed program "and how welitlis
working for t tudents. This requires kbow-

ledge of the planned program as s'who4e.

Tb know what he or she is doing in relation to

the planned protramr '

To be'ready to share this knoWledge with the
review team wind to be ableto direct reviewers

'to the information they' heed to fulfill their

responsibilitiis.

1-4

N

To be familiir with the program review process
and criteria described in this handbook.

To be involved as a total staff in identify-
ing program strengths and weaknesses, in relation
to program review "Oppoettinities for-Improving"
and, the corresponding Criteria. This requires
'spelling out activities which are working well

.

as well as 'areas where improveients are needed.'
\

iTo.be able. to describe to he. review teami how

the-school's self review esults fit into the
ongoing planning and ev,,ivation process.

i-
In essence, the role ofd school personnel is one

that is created through shat iced understanding of the

review process and how thal tocess interfaces with

I

implementation of .their- planned program.

How the School Community Prep' es for a Pro ram
X

While the review )team is responsible for learning
as much about the Program as da be ledrned in a limited

omnperiod of time, the school c ity is responsible for

making sure that the team is gi,,ein accurate and complete

information about the prograa. Therefore, .a 8061;1

community prepares for programjreviewWhether internal
or external throughsongaing planning' and evaluation

activities that enable the members to know how well
their program'sWorking apd why. With,this knowledge,

the sch9o1 community will'be able to assit the reviewers
in gathering accurate information about 'the program;

further, the findings of the review--especially the

opportunities for improving --will be Tore helpful to the

school community. L.,

Schools to receive a prograi review should be fami-
liar with both the prOcidurea and the criteria for
ing qualitS, contained In thi handboOk. Although schools

1 .4,
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may adopt these procedures and criteria to better suit
, their needs in evaluating the effectiveness of their pro-

% gram, reviewers will apply thf procedures and criteria
contafned in the handbook. While the review process
described in this handbook covers the total, planned
program at the school, school personnel planning for

program improvement may find it beneficial to review part
of their program at a time, covering the entire prpgram
over a period of months rather than trying to review that
entire program at one time.

. ) , The procedures outlined in this handbook can be

applied in a number of w'ays. For example, by:

Each classroom teacher and aide judging the effect
of their instructional program; using the program
review criteria,, and identifying opportunities for
improvemint.

Each classroom teacher trading classrooms with
another teacher ,to observe "how" and -what"'
students are learning and judging the effect of
instruction on students.

Teachers at each grade level or grade span selecting
a teacher or a few teachers to apply the.instruc-

,

tion and instructional support criteria in each
,classroom.

-41iL'The School Site'Council,'School Advisory Council,
BilingualAdvisory Committee selecting members to
form a review team to review the total program,
using the criteria for judging the effetiveneSs
of, instruction, support, and the improvement
process.

The process of the self-review should not be focused
oh the- "rating," but on how the program is affecting
students, that is, what .has been learned during the

review. order that what has been learned during the
it.self-revie can be known by the staff and others at the

r-5

r

school, shared with the external review team, used for
,making decisions about program improvement activities
and confirmation of program effectiveness, that which'
was learned must be communicated to the entire school
oamunity.

1

B. THE PROCESS OF PROGRAM REVIEW

This section describes how a program review is
conducted. While the descriptions and. instructs are
directed primarily toward reviewers who are external to
the school, the school .should adapt, as appropriate,
parts of this ,process for use in .self-review of the

quality of the school program.

Preparing -for the Program Review.

Careful preparation for the program r;vieti fs

essential if the program review is to achieve its

purpose for the school.

Reading the School Plan

The school plan is the first contact the reviewer has
with the program at the school. Prior to the school
visit, the reviewer will read the school plan

thoroughly, probably several times, to ensure

understanding of the planned program.

After reading the plan, the reviewer shoultffow:

o' The special funding received by the school and
related program requirements-

The nature of -the student population

The program areas that will -be reviewed

The goals of the program and expectations for
student and adult performance (objectives)

_19
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What should be obs able(activities)
.../i7

Relatianships among needs, objectives, and-aCtivities

Processes defined in the schOol plan (planning and
evaluation activities, monitoring of program triple-

mentiiion, articulation -, and/or coordination activi-

ties designed to bring toiether.the various services

provided for students)
r

Investigation strategies which the reviewer will .

use. to find or validate those processes which are not

1 ''

ar

clear17/defined

DiseuSs the nature the school community

Clarify ant. concerns questions' the school_ principal

and,s4ff may have
-

Establish the review schedule

Identify the documents that the team will need to

,review

Discuss the review procedures to be used by the school

in preparing for the review

1

The reviewer must have a goo& grasp of. the planned "Meeting of the Review Team

. program -as represented in the school plan in order ,to -

. .4 unde tend the' program provided for students at the The team reviewers Should plan to meet for at least

schoo
11

and how the people at the school plan to make the two.hours on the, night before the visit to the school

program work. ,to: :

Contacting the School

Share information gained from the team leader's tele-

phone call tb the principal

Approximately four weeks before the school visit, Discuss the school plan . 6

the review team leader will telephone th principal to:
Plan strategies for the teviewis

,.. Clarify any questions about the program stemming from

the review of the school plan *6 ',Wine reviewer roles and responsibilities

Identify any skijor changes in the plan or budget .

Identify arePs of the school program to be' covered in

the review.

Identify all special services currentlyoffered at

school site

I. 2U
1-6

1'

Designate meeting times during the review to "touch

-base" andshare perceptions

"h Review the review schedule

Get to now each other's interests and strengths

21
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Conducting the Review*

In finding out about the quality of the school
program, three baiic 'review methods are used by the
reviowers to learn, what the program is and how it is
working. They are: (1) classroom obaervat 'ton; (2) in-
terviews- -both formal and' informal, and (3) the review
of recordi and documents. Each of these methods is used
in conjunction with the others. For example, while
observing in a classroom ,the reviewer will learn what
currently is happening. By looking at a students work
of a fewsdays ago and records of ttudentli progress over
a few months, the reviewer then develops a sense of how
appropriate and how typical the observed activities are.
Similarily, by talking with the teacher and students
about the observed activities, the reviewer, can verify
the accuracy and completeness of his or her observations.
Information gathered through each method is verified by
inf tion from one or both of the others.

In addition, each review includes events or review
procedures which are a standard part of every program
review. These events- or procedures provide a framework

classro
in which he reviewers epply the review methods of

servation, interviews, and review of records
and documents. ' Adherence to those procedures Nklps
ensure, both for the school and the reviewers, ,that Ithe'
review will be tperough and consistent with all other
program reviews.

Classroom Observation

Through classroom observation, the reviewer gathers
basic information about the school program in order to

judge .the effect of the instructional program on how and
what students are learning, the effect of staff develop-
ment activities on those working with'the students, the

22

effect of other instructional support activities,' and
the effect' of activities to translate the planned

f
program into action. Key to classroom observat on is
analysis of selected student work, past and prese t.

1

NOTE: Classroom qbservation includes informal inter-
views-with students and staff, based upon what has been
observed, as well as the observation of activities.

Interviews

The

observation
interviews.

4

basic information gained through classroom
is verified, clarified, and expanded through

Interviews enable the reviewers to Learn
how the prbgram cane to be the way it fs, as well as to
better,understand the program as it is and might be.

In the two- or three-day review process, interviews
are an extremely important source of information about
the program.

Reviewers conduct both informal and formal group
interviews. Examples of informal fhtdrviews include
asking questions of the students and teachecs in the
lassroom, talking wt'th aides working with students,
talking with 'teachers in the teachers.- lounge. Formal
group interviews are conducted with teachers, aides,
councils/committees, district personnel, support staff,
volunteers. They serve several major purposes:

Verifying data obtained from other sources

Collecting data that have
other sources

not been gathered from

Resolving conflicts in data collected

1-7
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diving people the opporturiity to share past experi-

ences, present relities, or future plans which the

reviewers might" not have ,uncoverk

.
Offering an opportunity for people to ask questions

Review of Records and Documentation'

Information gathered through classroom observations

and °interviews is verified, expanded, and clarified

through the review of such recordsai:

Lists of students to receive- special services;,such

as-LEP, Title I/SCE, and students with exceptional

needs

Records of student progress, including IEPti,.ILPs,

and other individualized learning plans

Student test results, including California Assessment.

Program (CAP) data, over a-period of years

Minutes of SS6SAC/BAO meetings'

041

Eviluations of staff development and

education activities

Newsletter' and other communications

parent

to parents

Program evaluation information, including

review'findings

24
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Reviewers are cautioned to remember that only those

records that promote program implementation and.,

ipimprovementand those that ate necessary to document,

compliance with Laws 'and regulations should. be

maintained by the ' school. Therefore, 'do not

overemphasize the importance of.records and documents.

How these three methods of Observationi interviews,

and re iew of records and documents are used in the

evaluati of the program is described In Chapter II.

the events that occur dyringa program review.

The events which.are a standard part of a review are:

de --
An informal intr6ductory meeting with the teff

An initial meeting with the principal

Classroom obervations', including olkervations

of individual students

Individual interview4 with staff and'students

Group interviews

Ongoing discussions with theyrincipal about' the

progress of the review

Compliance 'review with-ithe principal

Ongoibg meetings of reviewers during the review days

and evenings .
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Preparaticin
t,

Of the,report of the findings of the review 14 - Final report of findl!hge

Two -stagi report of both opepliance and quality

findings including suggested opportunities foi
improving program quality

- To the principal

- To the total school community

Introductory Meeting with the School Staff

Arrangements should be made for a short informal
meeting of the school staff'arid the reviewers_ prior to
the beginning of classes on 06 first morning of review.
Dufing this meeting the reviewers will:

Describe the puriose of the review: .

- To judge the quality of the itcgtol progra-, using
the Program Review Handbook .

- To recognize program strengths

- To make recommendatio bout program improvement
,

44

- To issess,program complia ces using the Guide for
Reviewing School-Program Compliance

, Describe the procedures that-will be followed:

- Observation in each classroom includin the
planned program

- Group interviews with teachers, aides, support
staff,councils/committies, parent volunteers,
district office staff

r26
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Initial Inteite;i with the Principal

During this interview the fsviewers will seek
information to help them-get started on the review..
This information may ,include:

Historical perspective Of the school, e.g. changes
in program sod,or implementation processes, perile of
special.funding;chaosestie student population,Winges
in teacher staff!; and so forth

Self-review process and results

Final schedule for review

Location of documents to be studied

Ident*ificatioh of personnel ekployed--name, funding,
role, and responsibility

,Maii d t ,school:ane 'schedule of atlases, labs, And,so
' forth 7

Any special programs not indicated in school plan.

Any ether information the principal wiettes to
communicate to the re ewers

. Classroom Observations

A reviewer visits each
room, other rooms or

services, are provided,
laboratories,slibraries

classroom, resource sptelaiist
areas where special- education
resource rooms, and/or learning
and/or media centers involved
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in the planned program. Classy oms may _be revisited to

verify .information, and to estadlish a firm understanding

of the School program. .

During each classroom visit, the reviewer focuses on

what students are doing, talking to students, looking at

their work, and reviewing records of their progress. The

reviewer also talks to the teacher, aide, and other

adults who may .be working with the students to clarify

his or her understanding of how and what the students are

learning.

Group Interviews

.Group

45 minutes.
undetstandi
staff devel
more shoul

terviews a e generallirscheduled for 30 to

ause the teacher interview is a keyeto

total instructional program as well as

pment nd translating activities; an hour or

be cello ed for this interview. .

The people who
in rview are:

i7

eacher interview:

d be included in each group

- All regular classroom teachers involved with the

planned program

- Special education classroom teachers

Aide interview:

- :111 instructional aides (classroom, resource/media

center, ESL, and so forth) .
41,

- Special education aides

School support staff interview: .

- _Other nonclassroom certifikted personnel assigned

full-time to the school (resource teacher, library/

media specialist, Miller-Unruh teener., program

coordinator, resource spicialiat, and so forth)

41

- Nonclassroom certificated personnel assigned

directly to the school on a part-time basis

(psychologist, nurse, language specialist, and the

like)

- Any classified personnel whose duties might be

considered support rather than instructional

(home /school liaison, parent volunteer,

coordinator, health aide)

District support staff interview:

- District-level personnel who are not paid

through special program funding and who are

responsible for the programs at the school

(curriculum, guidance)

District-leyel and SESR personhel whq are paid

through special programilimmoOng and who are

directly responsible to the school (program

dpecialists, evaluators, and the like)

,Parent and other nonpaid voluteer aide inteiviewsi,

- Those persons who work directly with students in.'

classrooms on the playground in the library and

so forth

.L Those persons who provide support assistance

(making materials, translating, telephoning, and so

forth)

23
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NOTE; SC/SAC/BAC members should not be included in
chi's Category.

SSC/SAC/BAC interview:

All sealers (principal, teachers, other staff
members as 4,414 tirparents_and community
members) of the councils/committees should be
included/ Logistics may determine that, in a

school with more than one counCilicommittee, only
one of..Ahe groups may be interviewed at weilven
time; In this case, be sure that each group is
interviewed,

Ongoing Discussion with the Principal,
fib

During the review, several times,sho40uld be set aside
for informal and/or formal discussions with the school
principal. These meetings serve to keep the principal
abreast of:

How the review is .proceeding

'0 Areas inwCich information is incomplete or missing

Areas in which compliance issues may be arising or in
othich clarification is needed

.Scheduling difficulties

"'Other information whlCh should be communicated during
the interview including feedback on what has been
learnedgabout the program so far

In additonr the meeting/ provide an opportunity for
the principal to give feedback to the reviewers about how
the review is being perceived by the school community as
well as to provide needed information to the reviewers.

39

Ongoing.Revpwer Meetings

Throughout the review, the reviewers must meet?
frequently to ensure consistency in their perceptions of
the programs and the process of review, as well as the(
concepts of areas for improvement. The several times
that have been found to bemost productive fort, meetins
of reviewers are:

ee/

. .

Following the firtiLfew assrooi visits - -to establish
commonality of observe ion

...

-
.

Preceding group interviews - -to determine questions
to be explored and issues to be raised a,. ,

At the end of each day of the review,. -to"begin to

determine quality ratings, compliance findings, and
opportunities for improving for those aspect's of
the program needing no further clarification and to
design strategies for collecting additional infor-.,
oration and/or resolving conflicts in information,

. .

Preceding the preliminary report to the principal
at which time all compliance findings, -qualify

judgments, and suggested opportunities for,improving
are finalized and the roloyetermined for the last
two reports

I ,
Preliminary RepOrt to the Principal

Vrior to the final,report,to the school, the
reviewers meet with the school principal,(and anyone
else of his or her choosing) to share their,findings of
program qbality, their suggestions.for program improv-
ing, and program compliance firldings that will .be
presented in the final report to the school' community.
If the ongoing discussions between the reviewers and th
principal have been complete' and coseunicatlons have

I-11
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been open, this preliminary report should be largely a

confirmation of"the previous discussions.

The Final Report to the School
0

The final, report includes the review team's findings of

the quality of the school program, it's suggestions for

program improvement, and the compliance findings. It Is

a report to the entire school community. Fot a full

description to the finil report, see Chaptdr III.

Bow tbe,Fintings, of the Program Review are Used by the

School

Since the primary purpose of program review, whether

internal or external, is to find out how well a program

is'wor'king in terse of the effect it is upon the students

and others being served by that program, the findfngs of

program review. should be so stated that they can be used

in planning activities tha& will sale the program sore

effective: that is, planning'what activittes to continue

and which to replace or modify.

Following he program review the SSC/SAC/BAC,slong

with other staff and parents, should review the'selected

opportunities for improving to determine their potentials

effectiveness for the school program and then decide how

to incorporate then into the program. It is important

for staff and parents to realize that the selected

opportunities for 'improving are not mandates; they are

the reviewers' best suggestions for ,how the school.

program might be made more effective for the students,

the staffland others of the shool.

32
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CHAPTER II

CONDUCTING THE PROGRAM REVIEW

This chapter describes how to conduct a program
,review. It is organized into three sectJons: The
Effect of Instruction on Students; The Effect of Support,`
on Instruction; .and the Effect of the Impratieient
Process on Support and Instruction. Each of these
sections contains: (1) the 'criteria for judging
quality, (2) a guide for collecting information, and (3)
Opportunities for Improving work sheets, which are used
to prepare suggestions for program improvement.

A. USIN3 THE QUALITY CRITEtA

The Criteria for Judging/Quality

The quality criteria-are intended to describe the
effect of activities on the client (e.g., the effect on
the students of instructional activities and the effect
on instruction of support actiiitie20. Each criterion
14 refetenced to a seven -poine7 scale from high
effectiveness to low effectiveness. This scale is
anchored by three paragraphs _which describe what a
school program looks like from the perspectives of high,
middle, and low effectiveness: The reviewer's job is
to decide 'which description test fits the aspect of the
program being reviewed. The intermediate points on the
bcale are for use when an aspect of the program is
judged a bit more or lest effective than these anchor
descriptions. These scales are designed for Ust with
the review procedures described in the handbook and with
the guide' for collecting information that follows each
quality criterion.

33
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' The quality criteria for each seceion, both describe what
-the reviewerd4 are seeking to learn' :tout a pegram and
provide a framework for . making judgments about the
effectiveness of each aspect of the .program and .how that
effectiveness might be enhanced or sustained. In using these
criteria; reviewers must observe the effects of instruction

:Om students and decide which descriptive paragraphs in "How
Students Are 'Learning", best describes what has been
observed. Thly must also gala sufficient understanding of
what the instructional program is, how 14t came to bi.the way
it is, and how staff and others are 'carrying out the /ordWram,
to determine what could be dole to make the program more
effective for the students.

The Guide for Collecting Information

The guide tor collecting information about each criter-
ion identifies areas of investigation, primary' sources of
information, Al-rd verifying sources of 'information. The
phrases in the "Area of Investigation" column are directly
related to 'the descriptive paragraphs of the quality
criteria. They represent the major topics or themes under-
"lyknt the three descriptive paragraphs of each criterion. The
second column, "Primary :Sources of Information' identifies,
information to be pursued either by observation or by group
interview. The third column,' "Verifying Sources of

Information" identifigs substantiating facets that are to be
pursued .y observation, interview, and document review.

34 e
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In using this guide tO find tut "what is" in the

program undeteview and Shy it is that way, reviewers

should note t following instructions:

Cbooie which queseioqs to pursue. when and how. In,

SO doing, allarithe actual structure of the

classroomthe _activities in which Students are
engaged at the.momentto guide the choice. Follow

the clues as they present themselves; do not try to
pursue all questions to the same depth in all
classrooms for all students and/or teaching.

staff.

The ultilate purpose of the review is to judge the

effectiveness of "what is" as it relates to

benefits for students. Do not use the questions as

checklisti or as lists of events whose existence

.must be verified..

As' much as possible, pursue answers We. several

questions simultaneously. The interrelationships

among the answers are often mre important than

. verification that isolated events are occurring.

This id especially true in linking instruction to

support and in linking both. instruction and

support to the improvement process.

First, form a clear picture of what the program is',

then judge its effectiveness. Do not sake

jwdgments about the effects of instruction on

students, the effects of Support on instruction, or

the effectp/of the Improvement procesiomntil
your picire of what is happening is 6mplete.

Premature judgments about of can

seriously distort both your further tnvestigition

and yoir conelosions.

35) .
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Opportunities for Improving

Immedialply following the guide for collecting

information is a work sheet with opportunities for improving

statements. These statements describe whet the .adults who
provide services are doing 'or might do, to achieve beneficial

impact or effect on the client. The intent of the quality
criteria ratings is, to give the school a status report on the

effectiveness of the current program. The intent of the

opportunities for improving is to aid the school in moving

from the current status toward improvement by suggesting

areas on which the school might next focus in its ongoing

Planning progress.

-In. selecting opportunities for improvihi, reviewers

ariw upon their understanding of the school program to

identify activities that:

- Would focus on the key or underlying cause for the effect

oe the client.

- Would tave the greatest impact on the program, leading

to improved effectiveness in-many aread.

- Would'be tht best next step to take in an area "ripe" for

improvement-'-that is, where staff Interest-and

motivation in high, where there can be high yield for

efforts expended and which is small enough in scope to

ensure success.

f

The selected ppportunities then are expressed so as to

recognize and encourage utilization of the school's improve-

ment processes of planning, translating and evaluation.
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*B. MAKING JUDGMENTS ABOUT PROGRAM QUALITY

Judgivp program quality

Over the course of the two or three days of the
review, the reviewers will be pulling together the
evidence they have collected into a picture of the
school program. In milking a quality judgment, the
reviewers compare this evidential picture with the three
descriptive paragraphs which anchor each quality
criterion. The remeiwers determine the quality rating
by deciding which criterion description best fits their
picture of the school program.

In making judgments about the quality of each
aspect of the school program, reviewers must adhere to
the following Instructions.

Responsibility for evidence and explanation

Because the, accessibility and quality of evidence
at a school will vary considerably, the issue of who is
responsible for providing evidence and explanittion is
crucial. The reviewers and the school must understand,
their respective responsibilities in .establishing
"proof." As used here, "proof" does not mean scientific
or .legal proof, but rather "reasonable conclusion"
based on the best available evidence.

4
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Generally, as the judgment goes from the middle to, the
high end of the scale for any particular criterion, the
burden of responsibility shifts toward the schoo \staff. As
the judgment goes from the middle to the low end, the burden
shifts to the reviewers. In making judgments, te reviewer
should use the following guidelines to ensure that the burden
of responsibility is placed correctly and consistently.

When evidence begins to indicate that an aspect of:the
school program fits the higher end of the scale, the f
schodl staff has a responsibility to provide
information, to direct the reviewers', attention to . .

exam les, and to explain how the program works for all
the lients. The staff must also explain how the
program reaches all of the intended students, rather
than just some. The reviewers have the responsibility
for requesting and listening to these explanations,
pursuing their investigations.through observations,
interviews, and record search, until they have enough
evidence to judge what is going on in instruction and to
rate it accordingly. j

When evidence begins to indicate that an aspect of the
school program fits the lower end Of the scale the
burden of responsibility shifts to there-viewers to
identify the,limitations of the program for the review
criteria under consideration. That is, the reviewers
must understand what is happening and be able to explain
the evidence they have found of lack of effectiveness.

38
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ck of evidence of effectiveness is quite

d fferent from evidence of lack of effeflivenesa.
Failure to find evidence is a failure ,o0Fthe

review process for which botk the rs am?

the school share responsibility.
,

What to do vben -a prograi .quality seems to fit a e-

mixture of-descriptions

The quality criteria fop instruction are tten in

terms of an individual gtudvit. In any scho 1 being

reviewed, there will probably be some student V whose

insOuctiop fits one description' and other students

:whose instruction fits a different description., To

determine how torjudge'theequality amd effectiveness of

an aspett of the instructional program which is best

described with a mixture of t.he criteria descriptions,

use the fpllowihg rules: Nh

Virtually. all students should be receiving instruc7

tion of ,'high (or low) quality to judge as aspect

of the instructional program as high (or low).

If thelmaority of students are receiving high (or

towYqualiti instruction, the rating would be

belkween middle and high (or low). .

Use the middle rating oran eveikixture of 'high

and ,low

Be especiallyi,alert to how the program,, is meeting the

needs of the fflducationally disadvantaged, limitied

%Iglish-proficient gifted and talented students,

and students with e*ee nal needs:-

39
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For, any judgmehts of quality, the reviewer's primary

responsibility is to make the best possible judgment. Making

judgments of quality is not just a technical procedure, so

reviewers should oot expect tegive a technical explanation

of hbw judgments were derived. The techniques described in

this handbook are designed to improve the ability of trained

educators to gather complete information upon which to,make

judgments, and to `provide better...f.eedback to the school, and

to make the judgments Of program review necessary in applying

the criteria, more consistent. Nonetheless, these techniques

cannot replace the reviewer's own ability to make value the

mentr.

difficulties in Judging Quality

.011s. matter- how well-designed the .procedure or how

1 wel-prepared the reviewer, there ifill:always be difficulties

.in making judgments of quality. The difficulties have lead

to different crinsequencei for each school. Reviewers should

be aware of these difficulties and the Potential consequences
'c

of each at the schbol being reviewed.

cessarily, the review is limited %o a "slice of thug

sample of situatl , intervals,, curriculum -content;

studen s, and Merely _assuming that this limited

sample is typic . a ,mistake of overgeneralization. To

avoid Wergeneral cation* support the initial generaliza-

tions from aserved samples by relating what students are

doing to the work they are producing. Theo relate this

current `work to sett:pies of past work frhm the last several'

weeks. Oipcuss past' and current work with the student

r
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as further clarification and support for generalizing.
Discuss the observed activities apd students' work with
the teacher, and ask for explanations of how the

activities fit in with the overall program for the year.
The teacher's explanation is an important step in

generalizing. Finally, try to relate obser4ations in
the various classrooms to schoolwide prograse and plans
for programs. Discuss this relationship with the

teacher, with people active in planning, And with school
leaders; especially the principal. By 'fitting
observation and explanation together in this way, it is
posdale to construct a historical picture of the school
program and tie it to the observed experiences of

students. It is this picture and the tie to 'students
which I provide the framework for generalizing from
specific observed data.

Too impressionistic

While initial impressions are a valuable guide.for
pursuing a line of investigation, they should be

validated or reltd_haiiii__examinatioixof-----
appropropriate evidence. Thia evidence should include
teachers' explanations, students' work, or -clastrbom
observation. Initial' impressions can be based ,upon
situations which are not typical of the school. Do not
let these impressions color the review without verifying
them.

Too 'analytic

.c
The reviewer should not just set upon the school as

an active information gatherer, ferreting and figuring
the whole time. This can lead to simply collecting data
for the sake of data rather than looking r the

t

qualitative effect on the program. Reviewers ould

lgive the school an opportunity to disclose itself its
own way. Reviewers should, therefore, spend some time
quietly allowing the atmosphere and tempo of life at-

.

that school to present itself.

4,1
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Personal bias for or against specific' serials 'or programs

Use the criteria and procedu es in this panual.
Reviewers should keep in mind that "illh t would not work for

me and mine might work for them and theirs." Reviewers muse
be certain 'to observe how program works -for .the school,
rather than judging how it would or did work for them. The
personal bias error can go either .way. Just because a,
program was best for a reviewer at his or her school does not
'mean' that it should be judged as effective in another
school.

False positivii,

I

This costly mistake occurs when a school staff is doing
a poor or mediocre job, and tine reviewer tells them they are
doing a very good job. When' this' mistake is made, the
incentives for improvement are undermined_ and the arguments
for maintaining the statusquo are reinforced, by the review.

False negative

Although this mistake can be most upsettinCit is not
always as bad as the false positive. Schools which are
judged more effective than the effecis described in the

middle criterion paragraph are often upset that they did not
get,the top rating (just as "A" students complain the most
over "B+" grades). In many cases, these schools are strong
and confident enough in their self-review to brush off the
effect of a false negative. In' some cases, however"
especially in Schools which have made progress from a lowed.
ratiqgnto middle or above--a false negative rating can beir
demoralizing. x

Reinforcing facades
4 .

Any type of grading system has
game. A 'costly mistake is the
process-which is intended to have a
on the education of,studehts--into a
"fairness" is very important, it

aspecti which resemble a
collapse of the review
real and positive, effect
game. While concern for
is less important than
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concern for the real job of ,educating ,seudents. Over -

attention to the tschnology end procedures of program

reviews may subvert the intended effects on'education

and create a "fair" but expensive.and wasteful game.

Some school and district personnel complain that trying

to do Well on program review forces them to waste time

building facades instead of 'teaching the students.

Reviewers should not reinforce _facade buil in

schools which want to, do, well. Rev re should

concentrate on students' learning rather 4han

paraphernalia -of instruction.

C. THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ON STUDENTS

The Effect of Excess Cost Services on Educationally.

Disadvantaged Students

The Effect of the Bilingual Services4 oeLimited-

English-Proficient Students

The Effect of Special Education Services on Students

with Exceptional Needs
I

The final criterion is used in schools receiving School

Improvement -funding to judge the effect of the total program

on the student. It includes all areas of the curriculum knd

all services received by the student over time, and applies

to each student participating in the planned program. The

criterion is:

.,,,,,

The Effect of the Student's Total Program on'the

This section contains seven quality, criteria, each Student

of which is used to judge the_effectiven s of an aspect

of the student's instructional program. Each criterion ' This part of the review foCuses

, is accompanied by a guide for collet ing information student. Each area of instruction must

:-----T1FIRTIVr-tte--thst---yri-eerion--sed---e--444.-.41.--op.pottunitie
nerscectiwe of its impact on tile learn

...._-_, ____

for improving that area of instruction. ,
including LEP, educationsiTTYaiiirdlah 1

with exceptional needs, and gifted and talented students.

on the individual'
be viewed from the

of each student,

The first three criteria are used to _judge the

effectiveness of the instruction received.by all

students participating. in the planned program including

limited-Etiglish-proficient, educationally disadvantaged,

gifted and talented students, and students with excep-

tional needs. The criteria are:

Moe ttudents Are Learning
What Students Are Learning
The Environment in Which Learning

The next three criteria are used to judge the

effectiteness-of the special Services provided students

with special needs. These criteria are:

43

Takes Place

How To Look For The Effects Of Instruction On,Students

Each participating classroom, resource specialist room,

rooms or arias where other special education services are

provided, library and/or media center and resource' center

and/or' learning laboratory must be visited. It is

recommended that 20 minutes be devoted to the initial'visit

to each classroom. Not all' of the areas of investigation

identified in the guide for collecting
information need to be

explored'in every classroom, but each should be verified in

several classrooms. Classroom visits should be structured to

make the most of the' time available.

II-6
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Upon entering the classroom,. spend a few mi94tes
developing and understanding of .what-is happening wfthin
the classroom:

Look at the physical environment

Observe the students and what they are doing

-Observe how students are grouped and how individual
assistance is, provided

Observe the teacher, aide, and other personnel
(parents, tutors,' support, staff) as they work with
the students

Listen to the questions asked by students and the
responses they receive

Remember at this point that, as a reviewer, you are .
putting together an initial picture rather thou making
judgments; each impression will need to be verified

,-7---t-trraagtr-terrttreratrge-risttarr-irnettrit rsir interview as
well as through other source and that first-impress-

' ions may be influenced by nal bias.

Using clues gathered while putting together the
initial picture, select a few students for in-depth
study, including one or more with special needs, such as

educationally disadvantaged, gifted and talented, LEP
students, and students, with exceptional needs.

45

INITIAL CLUES

What are the selected students dolng?
- Receiving instruction
- Applying skills
- Discussing concepts
- Acquiring. information
- Waiting

Playing

Practicing newly acquired skills
Teaching each other
Synthesizing,and evaluating information

- Watching

Attending to an unrelated task
- Causing a disturbance '

How, much time does the student
assigned activity?

How much time is the student receiving attention
the teacher?

4

s

actually spend on the

from

Is the student receiving the teacfer's attention for
Prifrudrion, ror personiI 3n` orceaent; for
discipline?

How much time is the student receiving attention from.
other adults (aides, valunteers, special
education teachers)?

Are students with expectionS1 needs participating in the
classroom activities?

In what activities are the educationally,disadvabtaged
students engaged? The students with exceptional need'?

Are LEP students being instructed or tutored in a
language other than English? By whom?

Does the size of the student group vary? Is the size of
the groups appropriate to the activity?

Do students complete the activity on which they are
working before they begin new activity?

46
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THE EFFiGT OF INST3UCTION ON STUDENTS: HOW STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

This criterion focuses on the extent -to which the
instruction received by each student is responsive to his
or her needs, strengths, interests and 'ways of learning,
thus enabling him pr her to be successful as a learnet.

How student -learn involves instructional issues such
as: (1) responsiveness to individual student needs,
strengths, and interests, and ways of learning; (2) the
activities in which students are engaged (including
materials, instructional methods, and grouping); (3) use of
time for- activities (4)".extension of learning; and (5)

opportunities to apply skills and knowledge learned in one
area of th.e curriculum to other areas.

NOTE: The term "ways ofl learning" includes the setting in
which a student learns best, such as more or less

as his or her preferred methods of receiving' and

processing information--visual, euditory and/or
kinesthetic.

In determining how students learn, focus directly on what_
the individual students are doing rather that on how the

47
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adults are teaching.
make, learning happen
what you find the

investigations' begin_

Determining what adults do to
is used -Co test and verify
students doing; Thus, the .

wirh what -the students - are
doing.

Note that a key indica t or of student learning
is the extent to which his .or her instruction
Matches his or her needs, interests, strengths, and
ways of learning. The clues that you have gathered
through initial classroom observation will give you
some indication of how responsive the instructional
program is to student needs. Follow those cluesto
determine how responsive instruction is to the
individual students in your simile. Then. seek
additional_information that will enable you to

1171EFF
classroom as a whOle.

Appl
Learning to each area
review.

the

u en

if

riterion Bow Students Are
curriculum under
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CRITERIA FOR 3JOGIPC QUALITY

THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ON STUDENTS: HOW STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

a

This criteria; focuses on the extent to Wlich the instruction *received
by each student is responsive to his or her needs, strengths, inter-

ests, and ways of learning, thus enabling him or her to be successful

as aglearnar.

The student is restless, and nct interested

/ in the learning activity in which he or she is

-engaged. He or she is not attending to the

task and is frustrated by the learning

activity. The student is confused about that#

to do or how to do;it and does not know the

Purpose of the activity. Instructional

activities for the student are frequently the

same as those for his or her classmates,

reCWIrtiRrtr 11fv-or-lier--needs;

strengths, interests, and ways of learning.

Opportunities to practice skills and concepts

-are limited; many skills and concepts are nct

being mastered or extended; and continuity of

learning experiences is lost through

interruptions. Opportunities to apply skills

and concepts in other curriculum areas are

limited; each curriculum area is treated as

separate from others. The personal and social

needs of the student are seldan considered by

staff when planning his. or her learning

activities or assigning him or her to groups.

E/S
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CURRICULAR AREA

0
In applying this criterion consider: (1) The planned program being
implemented this year; use a separate page for each curricular area,
writing the name of the curricular area in the space above, (2), All

students participatik in the planned program, including studeWri
receiving special services (gifted and talented, LEP, Title I/SCE, and
students with exceptional needs).

he student is interestedin the activity in

which he or she is engaged and generally is

attentive to the task; there is little

interruption due to confusion about what to do

and how to do it. The materials the student

uses and the activities in which he or she is

engaged generally match his or her needs4211_,-

strengths; materials and methods of

instruction sometimes take into _account the

her educational !interests. Student work

indicates that he or she experiences success

in learning the necessary skills and Concepts

of the curriculum and has some opportunity to

extend, bring together, and apply the skills

or concepts. There is an indication that the

Personal and social needs of the student are

considered by staff when-planning for his or

her,leerning activities and when placing him

or her within groups.

The stucbrite-is actively engaged in learning

activities; be or she is attentive to the

task, and his or her interest and nctivation

for learning is high. The learning activates

ire not only challenging for the student, lilt

also are successful learning experiences. The

materials that the student uses and the

activities in which he or she is engaged match

his or her particular interests and ways of

_loam/N....Aiwall _as.....his_or,terz...neads...anit.....--`7'

strengths. Student work indicates that the

student has sufficient opportunities to

practice, extend, bring together, and apply

the identified skills and concepts of the

curriculum; hilMor she knows the purpose of the

activity and expects to achieve that purpose.

The settings i ich the student works and

ncli
the working r onship with other students

and adults e age the cirsonal and social

development of the student as well as his or

her acquisition, extension, and application of

Skills and concepts of the curriculum.

P
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Area of Investigation

!IP

GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT HOW STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

Primary source of information:
classroom observation

Activities in.which the Are the students working on the same skills
student is engaged using different activities in recognition of

their different ways of learning?

How are teaching methods varied according to

what is to be learned and the needs and
strengths of each dtudent?

Are students at all performance levels involved
in Allenging and productive activities?

To what extent is instruction leading
accontpliQlme1 of objectives (in IEPs, ILPs,
other individualized programs)?

at somer;velsli----mitedto---p;ssive
teaching, such as repetitive desk activities?

To what extent is direct instruction a part of
the student's clan/ instruction?

0 Does, the student understand what he or she is

expected to do, how to do it, and why?

to

and

51

Can the student relate what he or she is doing
to what 'he or she has done or will do-?

Has the LEP student understood directions for
the activity and what he or she is to.do?

Does the LEP student receive instruction in his
or her primary language?. Is that language used
in a way which supports learning in the various
subject areas?

In what' kinds of compensatory activities is the
Title I/SCE student' involved? Do they appear to
meet his or her needs?

.

I 1 -10

Verifying sources of information:

interviews/documents
4

Explore with both teachers and,
aides; The role, of the classroom
aide; how the aide assists the
student; who determines what ,the
.aide does with whom and how; who
determines what the student does;'
who determines services for Title
I/SCE, LEP, gifted and talented,
students with exceptional needs,
and gifted and talented students;
who determines what the needs will
be and how they will be carried
out?

Explore with support staff: How
support staff are involved in
determining what students do; what
they do directly with students, how
they accommodate different learning
styles, needs, and strengths of
students

Explore with classroom volunteers:
How classroom volunteers assist the
student in learning

Documents: . List o&Title liscp,
LEP students; 'teachsf. aide -lesson
'plans, LEPs, ILPs, student records

fi
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..-

: . .

Awa of Investigation
rimary so ce of information:' Verifying sources of information:

classroom servation I

....

40 interviewpfdocuments

.
. .

.

,(-
.

"
Materialet seddent is How students are grouped? How flexible is the i

.

;r'''' ',01.
I

grouping?
NK.

,

$

Student success as

alearner-
If"

3.
C

poi the materials fit into the purpose of the

atjvity?

Is the student using the materials "to accomplish

'ap intended objective?

Do the materialt match the student's needs,

strengths, ilterests, and ways of learning?'

Is a variety of materials used in teaching the ,

same skill?

a
Are Appropriate materials, beeip, and equipment

available in the classroom for LEP, Title I/SCE,

and individols with exceptional needs to met

stated objectives? 40

v.-

Does the' student, know who will look at his ,or

her work and when?

,Does he or she know what happens if ,the work is

not done correctly? .

. '

Does the' way in which the*.student. receives,'

feedback reinfOrce learning?

How timely is the correction of student work?

/Does the student's work lindicate general

success, repeated failhre, or -apititfon of

skills already mastered?
oi

*
. ,

.

,

Does reteaching take place when a student's wckk

indicates the need? Who does it?

Will'the student learn the pre:Wribsd akin or

concept by doing the assigned activities %and

using.the assigned materials? ,

f*

4

'N

. os.

11

4,0.
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Area of Investigation Primary source,of information':
classroom observation

Personal and social needs Is there evidence that the staff recognizes the
of the student personal/social needs of the students?

Do the students work well together?

NA Student opportunity to
apply and extend

4. NOW

55

Is there evidence that students are learning to
become socially responsible?

How do the working relationships between
teacher/aide appear? Teacher support staff;

aide/iplunteer;adult/student; student/student,
and so forth?

How does the student apply what has been learned
in other -areas of the curriculum?

Are there a variety of.ap roaches for a student,
to use in applying learne basic skills?

to

Does eachstudent, including LEP, educationally
disadvantaged, gifted and talented, and students
with exceptional needs, extend and apply skills
appropriate to his_or her level? Are there
extension or application actiyities for remedial
instruction/

Verifying Sources of information:
interviews /documents

Documents: Assessment information
including z4lfconcept/ inventories;

chologist, nurse records; IEPs;
abs ntee records.

Explore with students: What
textbooks and materials students
use and-how often, what other areas
of the curriculum they experience.

Explore withy teachers: 'How
different basic skill' levels are
accounted for in other areas of the
curriculum; what techniques are
used to encourage students, to apply;
basic skills

Documentation: Teacher lesson plan,
book, learning centers, variety and
Lange of books'and materials,'P.

t



OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING HOW STUDENTS AOFTEARNING

The statements listed below indicate actions .WhiCh may have been or

need to be taken to Improve the effectiveness of your program. The

specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their

.
understanding of your program and their best suggestions for what your

next steps might be to make your,program more effective for students,

a. Ensure that those who work with students know each student's needs,

rengths, and interests.
. . .

b. Date what each student has learned and has yet to learn in each

of the is areas addressed in the school plan, and all indi-

vidualized arnirig plqns. Reexamine such assessment frequently

enough to be current with the student's growth.

c. Assess each student's social and personal development, including

awareness, knowledge, and understanding of different ethnic groups.

Plan each student's daily work based on assessment of what It

student already knows and has yet to learn, his or her interests

and strengths, and the way in which he or she learns best.

e. Group and cup students in

.

accordance with their needs,'

strengths, nterests, ways of learning, and whet is to be learned

(consider individual learning, small group, large group, whole

group).

V. Use a variety of teaching method50 to meet each student's needs,'

strengths, interests, and ways of learning.

Use materials and activities which allow students to build on their

strengths and interests.
,g.

h. Set appropriate standards and expectations for all students, and

make those clear to the students.

i. Manage instruction in ways which minimize disruptions and allow

students sufficient time to acquire, extend, and apply'the skills

and conceptsof the curriculum.

Provide timely feedback to students about their work.,
J.

,k. Provide opportunities for students to practice and apply skills and

concepts being learied

1. Coordinate and use all available resources so at materials,

tadents of parents.and cow/amity members and special skills of the

school staff support each student's continuous progress.

NOW

staff and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC along with other staff

and parents should review these suggestions, determine their otential

effectiveness for program Ipprovement, and then decide how your ongoing

planning, translating and evaluation .procedures will be used to

incorporate them into your program.

ge,

Selected Opportunities for'Improvinq4
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a

Guide for Collecting Information To Determine Opportunity For Improving How Students Are Learning

After observing the students at work and talking to
them about that work, continue your investigation to
,determine what has created' the effects you have
observed. Lopk at how the students are assessed.by the
teacher to determine what they have learned, what they
need to learn, and how they learn best. Look at how_
assessment information is used to determine what the
students should do and how they should do it. Look at
how students and adults are spending.their time.

Area of -Investigation

Student assessment

4

59

Ube the information gained in this put of your
investigation to 'identify opportunities for improving
the effects of how students are learning. As you
proceed through the review', use this same
process--finding. out what is, identifying the
effect of what is, and then investigating why the
effect is as it is--in order to sagest opportunities
for improving or sustaining the ,effectiveness of each
aspect of the .programs

Primary Source of Information:

Classroom observation

Is information collected about the academic
progress of the students in all subject areas?
(as appropriate for students with exceptional

'heeds)?

Is infbrmation collected about the student's
personal and social development?

Is information collected by testing and observ-
ing; by analyzing students' work; by confering'
with parents, students, and/or other teachers?

If assessment is made by other than the class-
room teacher, how does the assessment informa-
tion become part of the teacher's working know-
ledge of the students?

11-14

Verifying Sources of Information:,

interviews/documents

Explore with teacheii'and support i
staff: How the methods of assess-
ing students were designed of
selected; how the intonation is
used; hew/often reassessment occurs
and why; how consistently the
information is used (from class and
-ifide to ,grade); how helpful
assessment information is in.guid-'
ing the learning of students; how
the information is articulated'
(from grade to grade and classroom
to resource or media center):

Explore with aides: How aides are
involved in assessing students'
needs, strengths, and ways of

learning, their responsibility for
maintaining any records; how they
communicate what they learn about
students to the=teacher.'

60



4

Area of Inveptigation

How groups

Primary source otinformation:
classroom observatione

are established Are based on tasks and concepts or

skills to be taught? On personal,. social, aca-

demic needs and strengths and language abilities

of the students? -On the capabilities of the

adult(s) who will work with the students?

Do pracrices-allow for movement in and out of

groups as indicated by individual needs?

How are students with exceptiohal needs, LEP,

Title I/SCE, gifted students, and so forth

grouped for instruction?

How the- classroom
is determined

61

How is current assessment information used in

determining their grouping?

.Do students have the opportunity to work with a

variety of other students in both social and

academic settings?

schedule Are decisiOns about the lassrom schedule based

on the task, skill, or c6ncept to'be taught? On

personal, social, academic needs and strengths

and language abilities of the students?

Does the schedule provide adequate time for les-

sons (complete- introduction and sufficient

exploration/practice in order,, to maximize

retention)?

Does the schedule **provide adequate time for

completion of the assigned task?

What curriculum priorities does the schedule

reflect? Is adequate time allowed for other

areas; e.g., fine arts, social 'studies, and

science, as well as basic skills? Is time

allowed for personal and social development

activities? Is time ,allowed for English-as-a-

second language and/or primary language

instruction?

Verifying Sources of Information

interviews/documents

Explore with teachers: How

students are grouped; how flexible

the grrzg is; how he or she

determines the activities each

student or group of students should

be engaged in; how he or she works

with the student or groups of

students; how he 'or she works with

the aide; how What the students Ire

doing now fits into 'a larger

timeframe: the last few weeks.or
the plan for the year.

S

Documents: Lesson plans, written

classroom schedules, IEPs, ILl's.

4)
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1

Area of Investigation

How the classroom is
organized and managed

63

Primary source of information:
Classroom observation

Do teachers, aides, other teaching personnel,
and. students conduct ongoing assessment? How
timely are the assessments?

How is ongoing assessment information being used
to decide the activities in which the student
should be involved and the materials he or she
should be using?

Do students participate in their own assessment?

Ok
How is assessment Onformation
between classroom teachers and
teachers?

transmitted
specialist

Is only pertinent information shared, thereby
respecting confidekially or personally identi-
fiable information whenever possible?

If there 'is an indication that -a student may
need special education, does the regular teacher
know the referral procedure?

Does the regular teacher' participate in the

special education assessment of individuals with
exceptional needs?

How does the teacher decide with whom the
student will work (teacher, aide, volunteer,.
peer)? How are decisions, made about who works
with educationally disadvantaged, LEP, talented
and gifted students, and students with
exceptional needy.

Verifying sources of information
interviews/documents

Documents: Test -scores; classi-
iI;(7171iiaividual student progress
record's; personalized teacher
record- keeping system; report
cards; survey data; any other
assessment information; support
staff records of student progress
and articulation or comsdnication
with classroom teacher; individual
assessment plan.

4.
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Area of Investigation Primary source of information:, Verifying Sources of Information

classroom observation interviews/documents

How does the teacher' make decisions about

what activities, should_ be extended outside the

classroom and how?

Howdoes the teacher use his or her time? In

direct instruction with students; in planning

lessons; in esponte to student requests for
help; in planning for instruction; in directing
the students; in directing other adults, aides,

and volunteers?

'How do the aides use their time? In working

with students individually and in groups, in

preparing. materials, in implementation of IEPs'

and ILPs, in record keeping? How-does the aide

plan with the teacher?

How, does the,teacher ensure that the time the

student is engaged in learning activities is

sufficient to learn what is to be learned?

Do specific groups, such as individuals- with

exceptional needs, LEP, Title I/EDY, and gifted,
tend to jeceive most attention .from either the,t

teacher or -the aide?

How student learning How are decisions made about what matericals the

activities are directed' student will use and in what kinds of'learning
activities he or she will be involved? Who

0
makes them?

65
0

To what extent are thi decisions ba'sed on know-

ledge of what the student has lefIrned and'needw

to learn next?

If homework' is assigned,is'it for -all students

or some students? How is information about

homework fed back to students? Is it timely?

II
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THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ON STUDENT'S:

This criterion onon how'effeetive the,instruc-
tion received by each student in each curricular area Ps in
enabling him or Mer to- 'acquire successfully necessary
skills and concepts of that p,prticular area and to apply
them to. other learniqg.

What students are learning involves issues of curri-
culum - completeness of content, illentification of skilla,

'and concepts.tokbe reamed in curricular areas included in
the plan program id individual.learnilg plena, and the
range a depth of content available for matching the

range of student heeds, capabilfiies, and educational
interesbri For purposes of the review, curriculum is
defined as the instruction in skills and conceptt that
students actually experience rather than as tfie school's
or district's course of study.

In order qv develop a more thorough understanding of
instruction, evaluate the curriculum as it exists for the
student and determine how decisions are made about what the

4

I
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A

WHAT STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

.41

7

student will learn. Plan to obsetve instruction in
each of the curriculum are under review.

11P

A

. During classroom observation, look. at the part
of the curfictinum -in which the student is working
during classroom observations. A ,review of the

s dent's past work and individual learning plans
Awifi. give clues to what skills. and/or knowledge
have been taught. A review of the classroom
materials and skills and Concepts to be learned
will gime clues to what is ,being and will be

t. Determicnerwhetherthe suhject matter, area
is eniugh in scope to be appropriate for all
*red in the classroom, including those
receitti 'special services., (gifted and talented,

LEP,Lsp4lal education, Title I/SCE).
,

AppLy'thee terion for "What tudents Are
Learning" to each area of the curriculum under
review. 4,

a

p.
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CRITERIA FOR JUDGING

THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION ON STUOENTS: VIZIYTUOENTS ARE LEARNING

This criterion focuses on how effective the
each student in each curriculum, area is in

f acquire sLccessfulli the necessary skills
particular area and to apply then to other lea

instruction received by
enabling him or her to
aid concepts of that

ruing.

The curriculun' alich the student is

experiencing is incomplete; the student doe%

not receive instruction in all appropriate

area within the curriculum. The work of the

student indicates that the skills and concepts

Ae or she is to learn are not clearly defined

and that, standards and expectations are low.

Arrning experiences of the student tend to be

student's work also indicates that, the

too easy and repetitious or too difficult and

frustrating. There are few opportuiities for

the development of Atical thinking skills

and indeper nt xertt included in the

curriculum.

E/5
'AP

'

LON

CURRICULAR AREA

In applying thii criterion consider: (V) The planned program being
implemented this year; use a separate page for each curricular area,
writing the name of thetcurricular" area in the space above, (2) All

students 'participating in the planned program, including studeWET
receiving special services (gifted and talented, LEP, Title I/SCE, and
students with exceptional needs).

The curriculum Which'the student is exper-

iencing is complete in most major skill areas;

in sale areas, it lacks sufficient range for

the student. ,foie most essential skills -aril

concepts of the curriculum/have been defined,

as have standards and expectations. The

student 'receives instruction in the essential

skills arilconcepts;. higher lever learning

experiences are limited. The student's daily

work often is sufficient to challenge his or

-her ability and to provide productive learning

experiences. Sole opportuniti6 are provided

for students to bevelop critical thinking

skills and independent judgment, but indica-

tions are that development of the desired

skills of critical thinking and independent

judgment are limited.

The curriculum Which theNstuctnt is experi-

encing is complete in the major skill and

concept areas, with sufficient range to pro-

vide for continuous progress for the student.

The instruction received by the student

includes essential skills and concepts and

.higher level experiences WhiCh bring together

the various Skills and concepts of the curri-

culLm'area and 'filch integrate then through

other curricular areas. What the student is

to Iearn-is clearly defined, as are achieve-

ment standards and exOectations. The student's

diily work is at a level of difficulty alich

bOth challenges the student to learn and-grow

and provides experiences of success and

Competence in learning. There is evidence,

that the student is using critical thinking

skills and independent judgment and has

opportunities to pursue educational interests.

HIGH
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT WHAT STUDENTS ARE LEARNING

Primary 44rce of information:
classroom o,servationAreas of investigation

The curriculum What skills and concepts to be learned have been
identified?

Does the range of the skills and knowledge to be
learned meet the needs of students?

How does the curriculum provide for experiences
which bring together the various separate skills
and concepts?

What kinds of alternative activities and
approaches are available for students who hive
difficulty mastering skills and concepts on the
first attempt?

How are opportunities provided for students to
apply the skills they are learning?

How does the curriculum 'reflect the needs and
strengths 9f students? Are alternatives and
accommodations available Ito students receiving
special services?

Standards and expectations What standards and expectationirfor studentAoer-
: formance have been established? What are the

71)

proficiency standards?

Are standards known to the students? To parenti?

Do the standards and expectations permit each
student to,experience success?

Is the student expected 'to. exhibit quality
workmanship at a level at whi h he or she is
working?

11-20

,..0

Verifying sources of information:
,interviewsrdocuments

Explore with te'ithers and support
staff: How decicions regardi1g
curriculum, textbooks, and mater-
ials are made; how curriculum is

modified or expanded to meet the
needs of students receiving special
services; how those decisions are
made; what opportunities there are
to integrate various curriculum
areas not observed in the classroom

Explore with district staff: How
decisions about curriculum, text-
books, and materials are mode; how
the school staff is involved in

hese decisions

lore with teachers aides
upport staff, and students: How
Standards and expectations for
iudents were developed. How con-
latent they are throughout the
chool; how equitably they are
pplied; who is responsible for,

taining standards; how and when,
pareits 'are involved.

Documents: School plan, continuum,
all individual learning plans,

notes home to parebts, mandated
proficiency standards, and required
differential standards; courses of
study, textbooks,
materials, IEPs, ILPs,

learning plans.

curriculum
and other'

72



Primary sources in information.

Area of investigation classroom observation

How the curriculum is
coordinated and articulated

among teachers

Critical thinking skills
and independent judgment

7.3

SNOT

4

Now is the curriculum coordinated within

grade level? Between' grade levels? Wow does

allow continuous progress for all students?

How do the classroom teachers and resource

Verifying sources of information:

interviews/documents

a Explore with teachers and support
it staff: How the records of pupil

TOWogress are designed, monitored,

evaluated, articulated, and

or modified throughout the school.

specialist +teachers work together to ensure

continuity of learning for students? (Consider

all students receiving special services--gifted

and talented, LEP, educationalli disadvantaged

students, and students with exceptional needs.)

To what degree are all appropriate staff

involved in developing and reviewing individual

learning plans (IEPs)? How are parents

involved?

What opportunities does the

make decisions and/or choices

or her performance level

function?

student' have to

appropriate to his

and ability. to

Are there signs of leadership responsibilities,

task-responsibilities, and so forth?

What kinds of activities and materials are

there that provide students with opportunities

to make' judgments and to apply higher level

thinking skills?

What kinds of opportunities are there for the

development of critical thinking and independent

judgment for all students, including' LEP,

Title I/SGE, gifted,. and students with

exceptional needs?

II-21

Explore with teachers, aides,

support staff, and students: The

ways (not easily observable in the

classroom) in which students are

challenged to extend their

learning; how they are involved in

critical thinking activities,

decision making, leadership;

independent judgment, and pursuit

of their own interests

74
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CPFERTINITIES 'VCR IMPROO WHAT STLICENTS f E LEAFNING

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have been or
need to be taken to improve the effectiveness or your program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program and their best suggestions for what yo,rr
next steps might be to make yOur program more effective for students,

A

a. Develop the curriculun by adding the missing skileand concept areas
or by extending the range or depth to -permit the ntinuous progress
of each student.

b. Identify specific skills and concepts within the curriculun.

c. identify specific skills and concepts needed to achieve the objec-
tives of individualized learning plans, defining academic standards
and expectations.

d. Us4 the identified skills and concepts in planning daily instruc-
t ibn

e. Prdlride activities for the de'velccrrent of critical thinking skills
and ndependent judgrent.

f. Establish coordination wrovg classroan tewhers, at various grade
levels /departments.

g. Establish coordination betWetn classrocrn teachers and resource
'and/or specialist teachers. .

h. Include activities that are designed to develop and extend student
awareness, knowledge, and appreciation of ether cultures.

i. Include in the curriculum planned activities that are desigled to
develop the personal and social skills of students.

j. Provide appqrtunities for students to develop and increase their
skills and knowledge in many curriculum areas.

Integrate the skills of reading, language, and math throughout the
curriculun areas.

1. Provide activities that challenge and motivate.

m. Use school, district, SESR, consortia, county program improvement
resources in curriculum development.

E/S
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staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with other
staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness for program ipprovenent, and then decide how
your ongoing Nanning, translating and evaluation procedures will be
used to incorporate then into your program.

11-22

Selected Opportunities for Improving

ve
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THE EFFECT or' INSTRUCTION ON STUDENTS: THE ENVIROWENT kN WHICH LEARNING TAKES PLACE

This criterion focuses on how effectively the school
and -classroom environment supports and encourages each
student's academic, personal and social growth.

To find out how the learning environment affects the
students, Observe the's.classroom environment and the activi-
ties in the classroom. Talk .to the students. Find out how
responsible they feel for their behavior and for the
behavior of others. Who sets the standards of behavior?

77

do,

ti

4
11-23

What do they think about the physical) arrangement
of the classroom? What do they think about their
school? .

p.

Observe the total school environment. See how
the adults and the students interrelate on the
playground and in the cafeteria, the halls, and the
teachers' moo. 'Observe the physical plant, the
playground, the of
cafeteria. How
student learning ai

t

ice, the nurse's room, and the
does the environment support
growth?

!8,



CRITERIA FOR JUDGING QUALITY.

THE EFFECT CF. IN6TRUCTIDN ON STUDENTS: THE ENVIRON&ENT IN *UCH LEARNING TOES PLACE

This criterion focuses on how effectively the school and classrocrn
environment supports and encourages each student's academic, peesonal

4 and social growth.

Students in their learning settings appear

to be bored with or hostile toward the
learnYng activities in which they are engaged;
they do not perceive school as a place to
learn or pursue learning. The atmosphere is
terse and there is disruptive behavior and
fear for physical or emotional safety.
Standards and eiptictations for achievement and
behavior are generally low and erratically or
inequitably enforced. There is little respect
stung or bet' en students and sAff; they, tio
not expect much Out of the school either for
themselves or for others. Ethnic, social,
economic, language, physical, and sex

differences wrong students and staff are

ignore!' and misunderstood. There is evidence
that tire atmosphere arid physical environment
of the classroon and school inhibit students'
full 'participation in learning.

LOW

79

In applying this criteraai,consider: (1) Classroom environment,
(2) school environment.. Be sure to include all participatirc stucent
including students receiving special serines (LEP, gifted and
talented, Title I/SCE, and students. with exceptional needs).

Students in their learning 'settings appear

busy completing their assigned work.
Standards rdoexpectaons for achievement and
behavior provide a challenge for many students
and are generally applied in a consistent and
equitable manner. There is an atmosphere of
courtesy wrong students and staff and of
compliance with school rules; students have
freedon for self-expression and for
interaction with other students; the school
takes sore initiative to support their
personal and social growth. Ethnic, social,
econanic, language, physical, and sex
differences among students and staff are
recorized and understood. There is evi;ence
that the atmosphere and physical environment
of the classroan and school allow students'
full participation in school life.

I ---1' I I

In their learning settings, students amar to
be motivated and exhibit initiative for
learning; they perceive school as a place that
encourages and supports self-direction in
pursuing educational interests. The atmosphere
and mood are friendly and supportive of both
academic learning and personal and social
growth; standards and expectations for
achieverent and behavior are hill and

equitably applied. There is an atmosphere
among students and staff of resect for self,
for others, and for the school; they are

enthusiastic about their experiences at
school. Ethnic, social, econanic, language,
physical, and ;ex differences wrong students
and staff are respected and appreciated.
There is evidence that the atmosphere and

Physical environment of the classroom and

school erhance students' full participation in
school life.

HIG1
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. GUIDE FOR

-.111

Area of Investigation

The atmosphere of the
school/classhom

V

ry

81

COLLECTING /NFORMATION ABOUT THE .ENVIRONMENT IN UHICH LEARNING TAKES PLACE At

Primary source of information:-
school/classroom observation

How do the admi4s work together?

How do the students work together? Do they
'cooperate in carrying out group assignments?

How do the adults at the school, including
b4Cr*rialf ,,janitorial,, food services, and
other tupi)ort staff interact *ith the students?

-

How do the administrators at the school interact
with the students and under what cpditions?

How are the standards, of behavior determined
withtn.the ClassrOom and joutside ,the classroOm?

How are the standards pppried?. By whom?

is 'the application of standards equitable?

What kinc* of activities are ,here that sq5DportT
.thy' personal and social development of the
students? Are such activities available to all
stddebtal

How well do .students accept responsibility' for
assignmenti?

41What OcindW 'of. opportunities are provided ,or

',students todevelop and utilize their strength's,
talents, and interests?

.

What kinds of self-Atrecti4..aetivities
available to studentst

P.

are

,.....00101101725,
P

Vefifypg sources of informatiori:
interviews/documents

Explore with all school -level
peponnel and parents: Kinds of

seRoolwide activities that support
the personal and social growth of
students; how decisions are made.
How the non-motivated c d is

helped; how aides, parmlats, and
other volunteers feel about their
place in the school; opportunities
that are presented for staff to

,exchange ideas visit each other,
and communicate. -

Documents: 'Any records of student
awards, assedblies, tutor lists,
classroom standards fctir behavior.

lb
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Area of Investigation
,

The nature of the

p4sical environment*

II'

,

4,

.

Primary. source of information:

school/classroom observation

Is they physical setting conductive to

student's full particiption in school life?

How, do students ane'adults share responsibility

for their environment (bulletin boards,

displays,, cleanliness of roomw and school

grounds; etc.)?

each
S

Is the school an attractive, clean, and safe

place for students to be?

4.

Vi

no

11-26

4,

.
,

Verifying of information:

int ewsidocuments

Explore with teachers, aides, sup-

port staff, administrators, and

district personnel: How decisns
about the physical plant are made

and who is,involved; staff involved

in maintaining the physical envi-

ronment of the school.

r
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING THE ENVIRONMENT IN WHICH LEARNING TAKES Pc4CE

The statements listed below 'indicate actions vhich may have been or
need to be taken to bnorove the effectiveness of your program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program ar their best suggestions for what your
next steps might be to make your program more effective for students,

a. Min* the instructional program in ways which encourage students_
4- to:

Be self - directing
Be self - decking and self-correcting

. -Make independent choites
Be successful as a learner

b. Build into the daily sdhedule activities IthiCh encourage stucents.tair
extend their capabilities and pursue their interests.

c. Extend opportunities for students todperticipate in a wikde variety
of acedenic and cultural activities and in activities whic promote
personal and social growth.

cf. Acknowledge' student ,effort and accanplishments
personal; and social areas.

n academic,

e. Arsonge,opportLities for students to work together in adtkvities
which ere goal-oriented and which allow them to feel prideanck
satisfaction in accomplishing the goers.

f: Model respect for others, understanding, and appreciation for indi-
vidusl differences amohg students and staff.

g. Create physical arrangenents that reduce.vitual of sourid,bistrac-
tons and provide an appropriate environment for learning.

h. Orgsnize joint student, staff, parent, and district efforts to
provide/maintain a safe, clean, and atttactive environneht.

i. Set ,and apply schoolwide,stardards for student behavior.

J. Organize the' classroom environment to facilitate integfation of
indivkduis with exceptional needs.

.

, -

06'

*..

85 .

a.

staff and others at the gcf
and parents should revi
effectiveness' for proTem
planning, translating and
incorporate them into your pr

The SSC/SAC/BAC along with other staff
these suggestions, determine their potential
provament, and then decide how your ongoing
evaluation procedures will be used to

-14

a

11-'27

Selected Opportunities for Improving

86
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C.

-
THE EFFE

I.

OF EXCESS -COST SERVICE ON EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

. c riterion focuses odhihe extent to 'which
dithe supplementary instructional and instrytional
'gulf-port' siTvices (Title, I/SCE) 'received /.by 'each
educationally disadvantaged student work together with
the'regtilar program in .order to accelerate student
progress end'provide for continuous progress.

In judging the'effect'a exiess -cat services for
students 'identilied. as Tifle/S11/7 participants, first
identify the stuientevyhich",are' receiving these ser-
vi'Ces.:, Then . look., 4eeifiCilly aft those services
supper'ted by . Title iiiti/arr SCE funds which are ill

additiqn-to the regular district,prOgram for all std -
dents. The services may;1* pravideli.by peoplciemployel-
;6'nrovide. Isuiplemenxaty,setvices (g.g.) instructional
aisle,"-Trsm*ce teichek, 'coUnseloe or psychoikgist,
nurse's e, -pammuriity,-midel, 'or materlAV and

alternative learning
(PpOortunIties. for 'Oil_ IdrtntOilt 'students; or both.
Review,the tiddgetv.P,44eof'ihe sc ol plan to determine

1 .

1'

C

t

87

41.

t

what services, are being purchased and the areas of the
program in which funds are being expended; uhen-llook
for excess-cost services in those areas.

,To what extent do the excess-cost services work
together with the base program in otder,to accelerate
student progresk and provide for continuous progress?
Observe the educationally disadvantaged students at
work; talk to them about their work; look at their past
work. Talk to the classrOom teacher, the aide, the
specialist staff about the excess cost services. How
'do these services fit in with the regular program of
Uftstcuction? How do those working with the student
communicate with each other? How well arethe services
working for 'he student?

ReMembeT that the_purpose cfexcess-coht services
is tosupplement the regular program to compensate for
the participants' 16w achievement clevels by,accelerat-t
ing their piogress.

11728
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4.

CRITERIA FOR JUDGING (QUALITY 4

THE EFFECT CF EXCESS-COST SERVICES ON EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

This criterion foctses on the extent to which supplementary instruc-

tion and instructional support (Title I/SCE) received by each

educationally disadvantaged, student work together .with the regular

program in /order to accelerate student progress and provide for

continuous progress.

The excess cost services received by the

students are not based on student needs. The

regular instructional . program and instruc-
tional excess cost services are separate and

poorly coordinated, providing lit tle
continulty of learning for student's. Student

work shows little or no acceleration in

student achievement. Assessments of ;ghat

students have learned and have yet' to learn
are not ',sea for joint planning b"y the regular
classroom teacher and excess cost services

staff. Lessons consist primarily of skill
drill with limited opportunities for applying

the skills. Expectations for studenii are Rim:-
Excess cost instructional support services

have had little or no effect in sreeti2g the
health and guidance irneids of students or
providing in-service training for staff in
meeting special needs of participants. Parents
of participating students have little
knowledge of their . studrt 's school poogram

and are not involved *in. it\

a. E/S

89

'natatorial!
LOW

In applying this criterion consider: (1) All excess cost servides
provided by Title I/SCE funds through *all categories of expenditt.res,
including centralized and contracted services and capital outlay,
and (2) All identified educationally disadvantaged students, including
those in bilingual education programs funded through Title I/SCE.

The excess cost services received by the

students are Largely based' on student needs
although assessment of student needs is rather-
global and/or not up-to-date; they are

supplemental to the regular program and the

articulation between the regular classroom

program are the instructional excess cost
services provides continuity of learning for
many, but not all, students. Student work

shows that there is steady progress in student
athievement. Expectations for students held
by teaching staff generally are challenging.
The excess cost instructional support have

effmaive in meeting the health and

guidance needs of students and in providing
inIservice training for staff in meeting

special needs of participants. 'Parents of

part tcipating students are informed about

their. student's school program, although few

are directly involved in the student's
learning.

1---1 1'7-1

S

1
1-1

1

NIP Ili
The excess cost services received by the
students match student needs; the services are
supple/rental to Ind fully integrated with the
students' regular classroom program, resulting
in a program of continuous progress for the
students. Student work shows that 'student

progress is accelerating. The expectation
and standards foallstudent performance held by

both the teaching staff and the students are
high. Excess cost instructional support is
effective in meeting health and guidance needs

of students and providing in-service training
for staff In meeting special needs of

participants. Parents of participating
stucenti are knowledgiable about their
student's school program and are directly
Intolved In his or her learning.

HIGH



Area investigation

'The excess-cost services
received by the student

41

91

GUIDE FOR COLLECTING,IWORRATION ABOUT EXCESS-COST

Primary source of information:
observation

What kinds of suOlementary services are provi-
ded y the clissrodk teacher? By the specialist
to r? By the aide?

How Apes the aide work with thestudents?

How do the teacher and aide plan what services
the student will receive?

When services for Title I/SCE students are
provided out of the classroom in a laboratory or
resource or media center; who determines what
those servicesewill'be, when and for how long
they-will -be provided?

111ow much time per week do the students spend in
the center, and how are they rotated intO'andN
Out of the center?

What is the student missing
classroom program while he or
excess-cost services?

How does the classroom teacher know what the
specialist teacher is providing?

How do the classroom- teacher and the specialist
teacher work 'together to plan or continuous,
progress-for the students?

from the .regular

she is receiving

What materials/activities are being. used? Do

they provide alternative learning opportunities
for the students?

SERVICES 1,

Verifying sources of information:
interviews/documents

Explore
support

parents

with teachers, aides;

staff, administrators,

and district staff:

The district program for all
students in reading, language,
mathematics, and multicultural
education and the services provided
to Title I/SCE- students over and

above the district program; how
those services supplement district
efforts; how all those who work
with an individual Title I/SCE
student share information to ensure
a unified approach to instruction;
how - people know whether the

selentedpersonnel, materidts, pro
grams, and processes, are effctive
in accelerating the growth of the
students; how the various services
are integrated to provide maximum
benefit to student

To what extent are the eatelisls and activities
appropriate to the needs of the students?

11,30
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Area of Investigation

Provision of support
services%

93

iona vets

Primary source of information:
observation

To what extent do the materials/activities
reinforce and/or extend what is being learned in

the regular progrge

How responsible is the classroom teacher for the

total learning experiences of the Title I/SCE

.students?

Do the classroom teacher and the specialist

teacher believe that the students are making
extra progress because of the extra services? On

what is this belief based on?

What standards and expectations - do the

Instructional staff hold for the educationally

disadvantaged students?

What effects have the planned .staff development
activities had in preparing staff, to meet the
special needs of the iderktified students?

How have the parents education activities and
parent invdlvement in the classroom and school

program increased parents' understanding and

support of their children's progrsm?%

How have health and guidance services been used
to meet the special needs of Title I/SCE

students? What effect have those services had?

How have the Title- I/SCE resources of the

district been used to support the schbol

program?

I I2,11

ise

Verifying sources of information:
interviews/documents

tt

Explore with Title I/SCE aide

resource teacher: The toles of the

Title I/SCE &Ida. -and resource
4 7744t

teacher and with bm they work;

how they know that what they :do

with students makes a difference in

their learning; when students get
special help out of the classroom,

who decides what they will learn

and how t y will be taught? . -

Documents: Title I/SCE student

lists; budget allocations and

printouts; time _account sheets;

records of student progress; lesson
plans; aide/ teacher, classroom/
Aupport personnel communications;

standardized test data; list of

personnel by funding source

94
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR IMPROVING THE EMESS-MIST SERVICES FOR EDUCATIONALLY DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

40
I

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have been or
need to be taken to Improve the effectiveness-of your program. The

specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
unberstarding of your program and their best suggestions for what your
next steps adght be to make your program more'effective for students,

f

a. Provide staff development so that each staff member who works with
theweducationally disadvantaged students knows:

- What the planned excess-cost services are, how the services fit
in with the regular program, and what the-services are intended
to accomplish.

- How to work together with excess-cost services and/or regular pro-
gram staff to provide a continuous progress program for students

- Hop to adapt his or her teaChing skills to the specific needs of
the educationally disadvantaged.students at the school

b. Allocate time for frequent point planning by the classroom teacher
and excess-cost services inatructiona1staff.

c.):xamlne excess-cost services and the regular classroom instructional
ropes to determine whether each one compliments and reinforces the

student learning occurring in the other, and make modifications
where necessary to prdvide a pore fUlly integrated, -cohtinuous
progress instructional program for pafticipating students.

d. verify that performance expectations tor.pirticipeting students are
comparable to expectations for other students. {rd are challenging
enough to accelerate achievementd.

e. Analyze the quality of,the excess-cos tv'Ices in terms of how and

what students ere learning, and cable opportunities for

improving the program. ,

f. Analyze the quality pf parent participation and educe excess -
cost services for health sod guidance and staff dev t, and

applicable opportunities for Improving. I

g. Provide LEP students with) excess -cyst services

students learning English-as -a -spcond -larguage and receiving

instruction IA their primery.larguage.

E/S

appr6Priate Air

111111 raw

95 t.

IL

staff, and others at the schyil. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with other
staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness for program improvement and then decide how
our ongoing, planning, tilnslating,-and evaluation procedures will be
used to incorporate then Mt° your program., ;I,

.1

11-32

Selected Opportunities fp/ roF Imp

Mb.
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1 THE EFFECT OF BILINGUAL'SERVICES ON LIMITED-ENG ISH-PROFICIENT STUDENTS

lo

This criterion efocuses on the extent to which the
limited-English-Proficient students , are acquiring the
language skills needed for academic achievement in an

environment which promotes the seudepts' self-respect and
cross cultural understandings.'

Use this section to judge the,effect,o(,the bilingual
services on LEP students in schoo)s that have or more
LEP students being. served through:

An (a), (b), or (c) (innovative) program
grade levels K-6

A (d) program at any grade

An (e) or (0'14dividual

When Applying this c
consider Ail LEP students
through the planned prognsA.

at any

1 vel 7-12

ing program, K-12

io.a ,school program,

bilingu41/Aervices

The procedures fOr rer ewing: bilingual program ser-
vices are identiCal`to the procedures outlined previously
for students in any progtam: (12. Observe students and
staff during instruction, (2) 'review records of student
performance and/or program planning and opesion, and
(3) interview students, parents, and staff.,

97
11-33

Find out what students are doing, how 'they feel
about their program and their progress, if they know
what e do next or how to find what they do not know.

Observe the students at work; ftnd out how their
dad is organized; look at their current and past work;
observe what materials are being used and'what materials
are available. Watch how they relate ,iirith other
students an staff. 'tibtice how,,when, and with whom they
use their primary language. Talk to the students about
what they are doing. Talk to the teacher and aide about
how they work with the1 students; how they know what
students,already kill are skilled at, and need to learn '
.in both languages. the bilingual program; how they
feel about program operation and pupil progress in the
primary language and English. Find Out ..what their
expectations are for the;LEP pupils in content instruc-
tion and in English4s-a-second-lamguage. Explore with
themsthe'ideas of identification, diagnhsis, reclassifi-
cation, and language designation for basic skills or
content instruction. In (a), (b), or (c) programs,.
observe the fluent-English-proficieht and/or English-
only participants as Find out how t'hey ace

learning English, and how they participate in activities
involving the primary language and/or culture of the LEP
pupils.

4

.1"

I
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CRITERIA FOR 3.10GJNG QUALITY

THE EFFECT OF BILINGUAL SERVICES ON LEMITEO-ENXISH-PROFICIENT STUDENTS

This criteria° focuses on the extent to '+i& the limited-English-

proficient students are acquiring the Language skills needed for

academic Achievement'. in en environment which promotes the students'
self-respect and cross cultural understandings.

a .

The LEP students are making limited progress

'in developing the skills of understanding,

speaking, reading, and writing in English.

Instruction in English-as-a-second-language

tends to be sporatic and content instruction'

in English seldom is alAated to the students'

ability(to comprehend. The students! language

strengths in English and the primary language

are assessed infrequently. Student work

indicates that the majority of LEP students

are making limited prdgress in acquiring

Skills and knowledge in other areas of the

curricultle. The materials being ,used

frequently are inappropriate to the language

skills and learning needs of the student.

('--Cross eultural activities are few and limited

in scope. The LEP students tendrto isolate

themselves Pram other students on campus.

E/S

1111111111fi

I

L01/

J

In applying this criterion consider the eilfect of the bilingual
services on all LEP students in an (a), (b), (c), or (f) prOgram (K4)
or a (d) aTIVOr (e) program (7-12) when there are 21 or more LEP

students.

\-
Met LEP students are making reasonable

protress in developing English language skills

of understanding, *leaking, 'reading, and

iriting;, their work also indicates steady

progress in the, acquisition of skills and

knowledge in other areas of the curriculum.

The instructional activities .in whit Many

students are engaged, as well as the materials

being used, match, the assessment of the

students' language strengths;- for other

students, however, the instructional

activities -and materials are no! fully

compatible with their current language

strengths. Generally, students feel positive

about themselves and their second language

learning, and they are developing knowledge

and understanding of the cultures of the

various languages at the school.

,

11-34

111

The LEP students are making .exceptional

progress in developing the skills of undi/r-

standing, speaking, reedfng, and writing in

English. Their work indicates that they also

are making rapid progress in the acquisition

,of skills and knowledge in other areas of the

curriculum. Instruction is continuously

adapted ba'each student's ability b3,ccmpre-

hend. It is evident that each student's pro-

gran is designed in response to bath initial

and ongoing assessment of his or her language

.strengths in English and the primary language.

The adults- working with the students use a

variety of materials and teaching strategies

to provide successful learning experiences for

each student in both English and the student's

primary langusge. Students are enthusiastic

about learning in a second' language and the

primary language(s) of the students :4s used

freely in the school by students as well as

by adults.' Students' atiitudes toward

themselves are positive; they are proud of

their cultural heritage and participate

readily - in cross cultural activities with

other students and the adults at the 'school.

HIGH
.
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE EFFECT OF BILINGUAL SERVICES ON LEP STUDENTS

Primary Source of Information
Observation

-Area of)laffrestigation

Student progress

101

a

r

`'

How was the initial assessment of the
language strengths of the 'LEP and FEP
student (in an (a), (b), .(c)' class-

rooms) conducted?. Who didit?

What did the assessment inclide?
understanding,. speaking, reading s and
writing in- both English and the

.student's primary language?

How was the assessment data used in

the design of the student's
instructional program?

How frequently are assestitsenta.made of

the student's language strengths? 'How
is it done? By 'whom?

Hoy are assessment data used to adjust
the amount of instruction the LEP
student receives in English?

What curricular areas ore being taught
in the student's primary language?
.What in English? How does thi8 match
the student's diagnostic assessment?

' .

Does the language heed- 14 instruction
correspond to the student's language
strengths?

What re the
language?

progreouare

students learning A each
What 14n8* of academic
they making?

II-35

Verifying Sources of Information.
.interviews/documents

Explore with bilingual staff:, How the
initial assessment was conducted and
by whom, what was _included; how the
information was shared with others;
how ongoing assessment is conducted
and how frequently; Ww-the data are
used in the design of_ the student's
program.

Documents: 'Assessment instruments,
student records, lisson'plans.

Explore with 'bilingual staff: What
curricular' areas are included in the
student's' program ip English and the
primary language; how the ladgnages
are used by the Adults in the'class-
room; who decides what materials, w1,11
be used and what 'basic and, sdivle-

isentary materials are supplied by the
'district.

X. 102
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Area of Investigation
Primary source of Information:

Observation-

.*

The students' instructional program How are the two ,langpages used'in
managing the classroom, giving direc-
tions to students, answering student
questions?

A

(
103

I

1
During the instruction how are the two

languages used?

Honi are the language skillsrof the

bilingual staff being used?

What is the breadth and variety Of the
materials in the students primary

language?

In what ways are the materials the
student is using match to his'or her
language strengths?

How is the time scheduled for English
and primary language instruction? For

1.,EP students?

H6V is the student's
odiam adjusted, to

ncreasing development
anguage skills?

instructional

his or her
' of English

What kinds of instructional techniques
are 'used in second language

instruction? - functional/communica-
tive, grammar-based, both?

How is-Content instruction in Bpglish
adapted to the student's. level of

comprehension? By teacher language,
body language, gestures, by

appropriate reading materials, use of
concrete materials or referents?

II-36

Verifying Sources of Information: (

interviews/documents, ,

Explore ,with bilingual staff: How the
student's schedule is determined and
how students are grouped for

instruction; what, kin4s of teaching

methodologies are used; the criteria
for reading in a second language; the
reclassification criteria standards

and procedures, how the staff

partigpates in reclassification, and
how many students.have been reclalisi-u

fled.

Documents:
Student records, lesson plans, aide's
schedule, .criteria for reading

placement, and keclassifftation. t

. . k.

104
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Area of Investigation

116111111AL

1Q5

Primary source of Information:
Observation

Are LEP students- grouped for ESL and
content instruction in English
according to their comprehension
levels?

Are the criteria for the introduction
of leading in a second language
applopriate? Are they consistently
applied?

DD- the teachers know the districes
,reclassification criteria, standards,
And procedures?

How do the bilingual teacher and/or
aide work- with students?

What effect have the planned staff
development actII/dies , had in
increasing the bilingual education
skills of the teacher and the aide?

.

Verifying Sources of Information:
interviews/documents

In what way have the staff develdpment Documents: Certificates,
activities been based on the stiff development records.
individual skills needed of the

teachers' and aides?

V

waivers,

How has the primary language of'the
LEP students 'been 'used in staff )

development activities?

How effective dots staff believe the
total( development. activlties have
.beeni

II-37
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I

44,

Area Of .Investigation

Self-concept and qrosscultu al
acrivities

/

,

1

r Primary Source-of'Informatiow
Observation

. .

What kinds. of 'opportunities for .

success do students experience? What

kinds of positive reinforcement do

they receive?
. _

ft,

How is the -Nprimary language

students used outside of the c

room' -.on the plityground/campus,

cafeteria, the faculty room,

.office And.by.whom?
4

What kinds of crossculturalactivi
art there/ How frequent are thgy

who participates?

the

s-

e

e'

'a

ies

and

r.

Verifying'Sources,of Information(:

interviews/documents'
,

Explore with bilingual stafft. How

bilingual staff members 'ire trained
and whar in-service training is being
provided; who decided what in- service-
was 'needed and how helpful 'they were;

the processes that are underway to

provide_ staff communication ,between

the bilingual and other staff. .

Discuss' with other staff:- What they

know about the bilingual services

being.provided in what ways LEP/PEP
students froVi), (b), (c) classrooms
are integrated with the res#101f the

students.

Explore with bilingual staff: Their
techniques' for reinforcing learnibg,
developing positive self concepts;' the-

kinds, of cross cultural activities

students have been involved in how

_effective they were and how frequently

held.. ft,
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CPPORTUNITIES FCR kNPROVING THE EFFECT QF BILINMAL SERVICES ON LIMITED-ENGLISH-PROFICIENT STUDENTS

The statements listed below indicate actions which fey have been or
need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of your program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program and their best suggestions for What your
next steps might be to Make your program more effecti for students,

a. Assess on an ongoing basis each student's skills in conprehension,
speaking, reading, and writing in English and his or her primary
language and modify his or her program to utilize those strengths.

b. Ensure that materials in the primary language of the LEP student are
available for at least every curricular area twilit in the student's
primari language.

C. Provide in the primary language of the LEP student, instruction for
the FEP/English -only students in (a), (b), (c) classrouns and
pranote language acquisition rather than learning.

d. Ensure that the criteria for introduction of reading in the second
language include both minimal Engl4sh proficiency and primary
lacquer levels and are corsistenly used.

e. Ensure.that the reclassification criteria are corsistently applied.
f. Analyze the manner in which languages are used for instruction.

6. Examine the extent to which lessons in English are conprenensibqe
to LEP students and modify instruction accordingly.

h. Encourage use of the student's primary language outside the

0
classroom and In extracurricular activities.

i. Utilize the culture of the LEP students and cultural resources of
the LEP carmusity in multicultural and cross. cultural activities.

j. Make assignments of bilingual staff so ES to make optimum use of
their language strengths.

wham

staff, and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BACr along with other
staff and parents, should review these suggestions determine their

0 potential effectiveness for program improvement and then decide how
your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be
used to incorOorate them into your program.

Selected Opportunities for Improvimi:11110

Provide staff development for the monolingual English staff in ESL
instruction.

Assess the language skills of the bilingual aides.

Provide staff development in the language skills necessary to ,,
ins.tiuct in and model both languages of the bilingual program.

Provide atoll development for teachers and aides to increase their
skills in bilingual teaching methodologies.

o. Provide encouragement and support for teathers working toward a
bilingual certi cote.

E/S
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THE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION AND sqvicEs ON

This. criterion focuses on the extent to, which

'instruction and services provided each student with
exceptional needs are enabling him or her to make
steady progress, toward achievement of his or her
education' and social.) goals with optimum partici-
pation in the total school program.

To understand how instructi and services
impact on the student with exceptional' needs, you,
as ji reviewer, should concentrate primarily on the
total program of a sample of individual students.
You willhatre to synthesise information learned from
hoth. regular and special education personnel, as
well avIttittlItions of the student in regular and

o special settings: This synthesis will involve the
entire review team.

After developing a good understanding of the

total program of a sample of students, focus on how
services and instruction from various sources inter-
act tb fore the whole. .

a
, In order to understand how the school supports

the student with exceptional needs, the, reviewer
'should talk to the' people who are involved 'in the
referral -assessment -LEP prOcess., In most cases this
will include the resource'specialist and the pt'inci-
pal ,\who can identify epsessmenAand IEP members.

Ni
Examining the process will give yop as feviewer

a basic understanding of'the flow of-evtnts that
results in the deliiery of services to the'student.
Try to relate what you have seen in various settings
to the infotiation yeu received from adults Whp_are
involved in the prograp.' You should emphasize

relating the information' from adults to the program
, that is .received by, the student.

MOM
MNICTION

111

THE STUDENT.WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS
.

Question the school staff, district. support
staff, the Special Education- Service Region (SESR)
,support staff, the parents and students in order to
develop 'a. complete picture of the bpecial education
students in all posiible setlings: the regular
classroom, the'school grounds, the cafeteria, as
well as the . settings where special education
services are deliverd.

Once the process, of how and'what services
delivered to the etudent is understood,' you
determine: -

are
can

How the special education instruction and
serviees-4iff'the regular program interrelate
How adults cooperate in coordinating these ser-
vlcestand programs ''

How the time allocations and schedules are
determined
How the staff is supported in,integrating
special education students into the classroom/
school environment

Determine the 'quality tuft quantity) of the
contribution made by special eduCation services, and
the quality of the regular education contribution
(including compensatory education, hi lingual

services, Miller-Unruh,, etc:, along with the base
program). Since this criterion calls for judging
the effect of instruction on students, it resembles
and parallels the other initructicin criteria,

especially "How Students are Learning", and "The

ei__,Environment In 'Which Learning Takes Place". This
criterion differs primarily in'its focus on special
echicatio students. Much of what. is done, for the

"How" and "Environment" will be useful for applying
criterion.this

II-40
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CRITERIA FOR JUDGING 41ALITY

4 THE EFFECT CF INSTRUCTION AND SERVICES ON THE STUDENTS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS

This criterion focuses on the extent to which thi, full currieulum amd

other instructional and related services receivedVby the student will

result in his or her acquisition of the skills and knowledge necessary

tT success in later grade levels. ,

The activities in which the student with

'exceptional needs is engaged seldom match his

or het/individual needs, strengths, or ways of

Learning. His or her activities are incon-

eistert with the IEP goals and objectives and

student' work indicates little progress in

meeting these goals. The student's total

education program is frepentedj there is

little sr no carecnication or collaboration

among the staff who work with the student.

Services are duplicated or conflict with other

Instructional programs, GoLently disrupting

the student's school day and he or she is

making little progress in the regular curri-

culue. The student is rarely included even

when appropriate, when decisions are make

affecting his'or her ducetional aril social

growth. The student and pthers lack knowledge

of or have inappropriate attitude toward the

handicapping condition and staff, other stu-

dents, parents, end cmmunity members are

reluctant to accept, and to extend oppor-

tunitles for participation tip students with

special needs.
11,
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Apply this criterion when special education services are offered.

Consider each student on an IEP including those in special day'

classes.

The student with exceptional needs is

participating in activities Ilhich generally

match his or her individual needs, strengths

and ways of learning. The activities are

consistent with the goals and objectives of

the IEP and student work4indieates progress in

meeting those goals. While there are

opportunities for the student to participate

in the total school program, =Retirees' the

ertvirorment and/or-the instructional materials

and activities are not of sufficient range or

flexibility to allow full Participation. The

student';- -instructional program and related

services are'teing coordinated by the special

education and other instructional staff and he

or she is making progress in the regular

curriculum. The student participates, as

appropriate, in decisions about his or her

education. He or she demonstrates knodledge

about the handicapping condition and has an

accepting attitude toward self and others.

di! -4 1

The student with exceptienal needs is engaged

in activities that are specifically metcbed to'

his or her individual needs, strengths, avid

ways of learning. Student 'work indicates

steady ,progress toward achievement of the

academies social, A:motional, and ther goals

and objectives as outlined in the IEP and in

the regulk ctiric4lum.Neterials; activities,

and environment of the dais /school are

adopted to enable optiondn'perticipetion in the

total school program.' Canmunication, coils -

aration and mutual support between special

education and other instructional staff about

the student's instructional program ensure

'consistent 'reinforcement and follow -up of

services provided the stgdent, whether in the

regular classroom or special education set-

ting. The student is involved tothe maximum

extent appropriate in decisions which affect

his lar her educational and social geowth. He

or she has sufficient knoeledge of end'en

accepting attitude-toward his or her'handi

capping condition, as have staff, other

student's', Parents, atld coemmity members, and

is well acce0ed by his or her peers.

114.
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Area of investigation

Activities in which
the student is
participating

Student progress

115

.

GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT INSTRUCTION AND SERVICES
FOR STUDENTS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS

Primary source,:of information:
obserliation

To what extent Ai,'-cech student developing
skills in identified `yeas of need?

-Are students . involved in activities: which build
on existing individual strengths? e.

How do act ivities match identified student

Are activities. designed to
ouccesa?

provide student

Do activities provide sufficient challenge to
each student? Are expectations appropriate to
individual skilfi.and abilities?

Is instruction varied to include individual,
small group sipd large group settings (as
'appropriate to the instructional activity and
student needa)T

Are activities designed and materials organized
and, located to increase the student's ability
to work independently? In small. groups? In
large groups?

Are activities designed to match the student's
Learning style? 4

is student progress monitored and
evaluated? Is progress'in the regular program
monitored ,in a similar manner?

Verifying sources of information:
interiaews/documelas

lore
clas
tapecial

parents,

designated ee
teachers, dim
specialist, prO
aides, * principa
designated by

resource' specie
involved in prov
students.

with: Students, regular
teachers, resource

special education
cialists providing
ces, special class
ict curriculum
ram specialist,
s,, any persot}s

e- principal or
lets as being
in services. to

Documents: IEPs, teacher's plan
books, assessment res2lts, records
of thS specialists, student
progress reports, homeischool-

iocoemumication About student work,
curriculum materials, proficiency
standards, evaluation.

,116



Area of Investigation

(

Primary source of inforletion:
Verifying sources of infousation:

Observation interviews/documents' ,

What are the procedures fon making changes to

the student's,program? tyre they known to all

who work with the student? How flexible are

these procedures?
1

How are students involved in monitoring their

own progress?

Adaptati46 for an haw is the IEP used- as a tool to manage and

integrated educational measure student progress?

program

117

Are new IEP goals and objectives written as

soon as stated objectives are achieved?

If stated objectives are not achieved as

expected,. what alternative dettrads are

initiated?

Are the student's specific i4entified needs*

addressed by the curricular areas, being

covered?

DI the curriculum also include those areas

ad essed -for regular students as much as

appropriate, e.g., literature, multicultural,.

etc.?

How does the curriculum accommodate differing

learning rates and styles?

How, has the mode of presentation for the

curriculum been adapted as needed to meet the

special needs of each student,, i.e.,

transcribed, Brailled, taped, etc.? Have the

materials been adapted accordingly?

is,supOlementiry explanation or interpretation

or curriculum provided follstudents?

118
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Primary source of information:. Verifying sources of information:
Area of Investigation observation interviews/documents

Are'teaching methods and strategies adjusted in
consideration of the student's handicapping
condition?.

Least restrictive

Are adjustments made in curriculum;, materials,
environment, and teaching strategies according
to student progress?

How are materiamedia, and equipment usage
-in all -settings adapted -to the needs of the
student, to the curriculum being taught, and to
the goals and objectives in the IEP?

How are the time allotmedcs and schedules
-geared to the needs of the child? How flexible
are.the sdhodPand the speCial services to the
needs of individual students?

*Secondary
What provisions for counseling are included in
the IEP? Are they being implemented? How is
vocational counseling being provided? Is it

related to the career/vocational assessment?

Are instruction and services, provided,in the
environment least restrictive environment?

What 'opportunities does the student have to

learn and practice' skills and behaviors which
will'increase integration opportunities?

What is the range of opportunities considered
for a Student, to participate in regular
programs and activities?

What assistance t: provided, if. needed, to

facilitate participatiolcin regular program and
activities, i.e., interpreter for 7aeaf; aide

for physically handicapped, etc.?

119
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- . . 1,.... 14 Primary source of information: Verifying sources of information:

Area of Investigmkion Observation interview/documents

AreThNere specific tivities to enhance the
. ,

positive' attitude of staff, `parents, and

students toward students with spectral needs?

Attitudes of staff and Are all students considered when planning

students school activities?

In what ways do students paiiicipate in

decisions made which affect iheir educational
and social, growth -(atten& IEP meetings,

parent-teacher conferences, etc:)?,

121
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How accepting of special education students are

the regular teaching staff, support staff?

Students?

'What are special education students called at a
group?

. . .

Does the classroom environment inclpde space

for iraividuakl small group, and grge group
activities?

Is the space where services, are provided

appropriate and-sufficient for'the number of 'e

studenta?

Where' are special education rvices pro ded

at the school? Does their location promot the

integration of special education students into
regular school activities?

,
For students in special day .classes,. who

decides where the "gents will. be placed

during integration idierhe regular program?

Rol/ are students with exceptional needs treated

on the school grounds at rece16? Beforf and

after school?

V.

fr
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Pripary source of information: Verifying sources QC-information: .

Area of Investigation observation interviews /documents
.

coordination of Whit kinds of reinforcement' and follow-up

services special instruction and services does the

student receive in all other settings, i.e.,: .0

language.arts/speech therapy,, reading/phonics,
resource< specially, physical education/

mobility idetructiorn Are they consistent?

How frequently does the student receive

frequent feedback from those persona directly
involved?

123 .

4,

What provisions haye been made for ongoing
staff development activities in special educe -
tionifor regular staff, administrators, special
education staff, support staff, parents?

How are regular staff provided with ongoing
assistance with integrating, and coordinating
the program of students with exceptional needs
in their classroom? Is -this' assistance
ongoing?

Now do the regular and special education staff'
communicate and coordinate the student's pro-
gram (written progress updates, frequent meet-
ings, schedUled co.nsultation periods, etc.)?

What kinds of f011ow7up to services received in
the, regular classroom or the special education
setting is provided for the student? .

of

11 46'
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OPRCRTUNITZEWOR DIPRCNINC:HE EFFECT OF INSTRUCTION AND SERVICES CN STUOtNTS WITH EXCEPTIONAL NEEDS

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have been or
need to be token to improve the effectiveness of, your program. The

specific opportunities selected -by the reviewers reflect their

understanding of your program and their bestsuggestions for %tat your
next steps might be to make your program more effective for students,

,

aPlan and provide sequential activities for the achievement of goals

and objectives'in the student's IEP.

b Develbp.an ongoing System td4Oonitor'student progress in achieving
goals and objectives in=the IEP as well in the regular program as

. indicated.

c. ProviGe activities which challenge the student and afford an

adequate rate of success.
flh g

d. Expand the range offresmrces, materials
,

and envir nts which

are available to. students with exceptional needs.

e. Adapt currLcula, teaching methods, and learning environme

individual student needs.

to met

f. Establish s system, formal or informal, for sharing infd¢mation
about the student between all persons who work with him or her.

g. Involve each student as appropriate Ln decision - making regarding his

or her educatiodad and social growth.

h. Provide exceptional students with appropriate information regarding

their individual disabilities as well as abilities.

i. Involve. staff,. parents, and regUlar students in staff development

and othet activities which promote understanding and acceptance of

Students with exceptional needs.

J:
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Provide staff development and ongoing support for-regulter classroom

teachers in integrating end coordinating the program of the students

with exceptional needs in their classrooms.

r

staff and others.at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC along wfth other staff

and pdrents should review these suggestions, determine-their potential

effectiveness for program improvement, and then decide how your ongoing

planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be used to

incorporate than into your program,

11-47

Selected Opportunities for Improving
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THE AFFECT Of INSTRUCTION 'ON STUDENTS:, THE

This criterion fOcuses on the extent to.which°
the full curriculum and, other instructional and

related services received by the student will result

in his or , het acquisition of the skiLls and

kiiowledge necessary for success in later grade

levels.

While developing an, understanding of what

students are learning in each curricular, area and
the kinds of special, instructional and related

services they are receiving, reviewers also should
be analysing 'how the program as a whole ,comes

together for the individual student. Judgments

about the student's total program are based .

primarily on'four understandfings.

What the district and school have defined

as the skills and knowledge students are

expected to learn through qhe school cur -

riculuer

The gurrritilum actually experienced by'the

selected sample dF students, indiuding
past.and planned. studies

The special instructional and related set-
vices received by the students.-

The relationships between the special

services reteived, the curriculum.experi -

*aced, and What the student'is expected to
,learn

To understand what the district and school

expect students to learn, reviewers should rely

primarily on interviews. Be alert Co changes in

EFFECT OF THE TOTAL PROGRAM ON THE STUDENT

expectations or loss of 'clarity from he diitrict
and schoolwide definition,Of skills a knowledge to

the expectations expressed in work signaents and
the feedback given to students about their learning
(or Jack of it).

To understand the cuiriCulum actually
experienced by each student in the sample,- reviewers
should rely primarily on student, teacher, and

specialist teacher interviews and student work.

Do the students and teachers understand what
specific skills and knowledge the students .ate
expected to learn? Are the expected learning.

comprehensive? Does the instruction provide for.

learning what is expected? , Is the student

acquiring the expected skills and kno;eledge? I: the
student extending and applying what is learned? Is
the student taught how to put it together? Are the
special instructional and related services helping
the student learn what he or she is expected to

learn? ,

The curriculum.as it is experienced by spcial
education students may 'be quite different from the
curriculum presented to other students. The IEPs
for special education students should provide' a

basis for evaluating the effect of ,instruction on
each student. Because stadards and expeitations
say be different, some of the questions on the

following guide for collecting information may not
apply;

/11
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This criterion focuses on the extent to
cther instructicoal and related services

o result in his or her acquisition of the
for succels in Inter grade levels.

CRITERIA FOR MOOING QUALITY ,

THE EFFECT W THE TOTAL PROGRAM ON THE STUCENT

which the full curriculum and
received by the student will
skills and knowledge necessary

The total instructional program -experienced.*,

by the student is Indira!, offering few

opportunities to develop, skills and knowledge

in curricula!, areas other than, the basic

skills. Instruction received by the student

tends to be ?repented, and provides little

opportunity Am application of what is being

learned. The student receiving special

instructional and related. services (ccatereaT

tory, bilingual and/or special education)

eriliipantly- is pulled Out of the classroom and

his little or no time to learn WAselwas missed

during those absences. There is little or no

relationship between the student's regular

program of instruction and the special servi-

ces provided out of the classroom; the class-

too, teacher(s) and specialist staff design

learning activities for the student indep-

endently of oath other. Little *flint .is

being made to help the student become

responsible fbr his or her oar leaning or to

140
prepare him or her to succeed in later grids

levels.
r,

/
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In applying this criterion consider: (1) the total curriculum received
by the student and (2)r all Special instructional and related services.

The totei instructional program experienced by

the student provides a vi'lety of coportimi

ties for the development of skills and know .

ledge in the beilc skills with opportunities

to apply those -Skills in other areas of the

curriculum such as, social studies, malti -

cultural education, science arid the fine arts.

However, the time allowed for other learning

skills and concepts in curricular areas is

limited. The classroom teacher(s) .and

specialist staff are attempting to coordinate

the total program theof instruction 'for t

student receiving special instructional and

related services (compensatory, bilingual

and/or special education) so that the student

doei miss major segments of regular

clas--tsrt\p.restniction when he or she is pulled

out of the .classroom to receive special

Services. Inn:motion about the student's

progress is shared between most classroom

teachers, and the specialist staff; in sons

iriterFes, the student's teacfcer(s) and

speci ist staff,jointly plan his or her

learn activities. Efforts are being made

to re the student to be successful in
later grade levels -end, to some extent, to

became res

Pm
le for his or r own

learning. 1 he

11-49

t The total instructional program experienced by

the student provides a wide variety of oppor-

tunities for the development of skills and

knowledge in all curriculum area of the

school program aswell as opportunities to

pursue his or her educational interests. The

student's ccaward of the basic-skills enables

him or her to develop ant express now know-

ledge and .understandings in the fine arts,

social, natural and physical sciences and the

other areas of the curriculuat The student

receiving special instructional and related

services (codeneatory, bilingual and/or

special education) in addition to the regular

program is experiencing a continuity of

learning ectivi as shich'build on hit or her

strengths' While effectively helping the

student overcame accomodate his or her

special -.needs. The student's learning

activities are based on continuing assessment

of his or her 'needy and strengths and are

designed jointly by the regular classroom

teiCher(s) and the specialist-'staff; com-

munication, and collaborationiewohg the stu-

dent's tescherAvbe and specialist staff is

ongoing and timely. It is clear thet%the

student's instructional program ii.propering

hLy or her to be a self responsible learner

to be successful'ic later gradelevels.
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE EFFECT OF THE TOTAL

Area of Investigation
Primary source of information:

observation

The curriculum received What curriculum limas are included in the

by thevatudent student's total instructional program? What

.0curriculum priorities does the total instruc-
tional program reflect?

To what extent is what students are to learn in
each curricular area clearly defined?

Is that definition consistent within and

between the grade levels?

How does the instructional program allow

students to pursue their educational interests?
In the classroom, the school, the community?

w such time is allowed for'nstruction in the
sic/ skill? In other areas of the curriculum?

Coordinating the
student's instructional'

program

In what ways are other curricular activities
(e.g., art, social studies, music,etc.) ante=
gated into the total instructional program?

What opportunities do students have to apply

basic skills inzother curricular areas?

What kinds of special instructional and related
services are the students receiving? Who is
providing them? Where are they being provided?

Who determines what kinds, of services are

needed?

Who determines what theme student's learning

activities will' be in the special instructional
setting?

PROGRAM ON ?HE STUDENT

Verifying sdurcjp of information:
interviews/documents

Explore with 'teachers: The
curricular areas that are included
in the total program; what isik
covered and how; the amount of time
that is allocated for learning, in
each area; how the curricular areas
are integrated into an instruc-

tional *hole for the students.

I
Documents: The school plan,

. courses of study, texts and
supplementary materials available
in classrooms, resource centers,

library/media room. Student

records. Teacher lesson plan .

e`.--.,

Explore with teachers, specialist

staff, aidess The kinds of special
instructional and related services
received by the students: }when,

where, and by whom; methods of

communication and collaboration

between _teacher /specialist staff;

follow-up activities.'



Area Of InvestigiT.on

Student responiibility
for learning ana

preparation for later
grade levels

133

Primary source of information:
. observation

What. l' of assessment and student progress
information is exchanged between the classroom
teacher and specialist staff? How frequently
is it exchanged?

St kinds of follow-up. activities are provided

in the regular classroom? In the spd al

setting?

4 frequently
.

is the student pulled
classroom to receive special servic

What 'learning- activities does he or she miss

while out of the classroom? Does he or she
'learn themn the special setting? If not,

when does 114 student have the opportunities to
learn what he or she missed?'

Does the student complete
ments with the prescribed'
happens?

Verifying_sources of information:_
ioterviews[docusents

Documents: IEP, ILP, student work/
records,, written Communication

between teachers And specialist
staff, lessons plans.

his or her assign-
time? If not, what-, Explore with teacher,. aides,

,specialist staff: How the staff
works to help the student become
responsible for his or her learning
and 'how they help prepare him or
her for success in later grade

levels; is there articulation
between the elementary ,school and
the middle or junior high school?

Does the student correct his or here own work?
If homework is prescribed, when is it returned
to the student? Does he or she correct any
errors made?

Does the student's work reflect standards for
quality?

Does the student have opportunities to select
activities? To work independently?

Is the student prepared academically and

perionally to succeed in the next grade level?

If the ,student is going to a grade 'level or
school with different organizational patterns,

(e.g., team teaching, departmentalized), how is
he or she prepared to work'in that different
setting2

II-
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR ImPROVING THE EFFECT OF THE TOTAL PROGRAM ON T1 STUDENT
1

The statements listed Bela*, indicate actions shish may have teed or
need to be.teken to improve the effectiveness of your program.' The
specific. oppdrtunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of,your program and their best suggestions for %het your
`next steps might' be to make yoUr program more effective for students,

a. Extend the student's c
tits to develop skills
natu(pl; and physical sci
as in the bisic*skills of

lum so that each student has oppgrtuni-
knowledge in the fine arts, social,
, and other curricular -areas as well

, reading, and matbematics.

Explore ways .of providing more time for students, to develop skills
and knowledge in other, areas of the ccrilculum as well as in the
basic skills.

staff and others at the school. The SSO/SAO/BAC along with other staff
,and parents should-review these suggestions, determine their potential
-effectiveness for program Improvement, and then decide how your ongoing
planning, translating and evaluation prgcedures will be used to

incorporateAhem into ygur program.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

_studerits.-terApprurstrvdms.b.rother--.......:,,,, # .

rzigelar area and to integrate othesrcurricular.learning into the
salon of, basic

o me. 0 . ,

d. Provide a variety, of opportunities. for students to pursue their
educitiOnal interests.

,

e. Prioritize the serial services provided students, focusing on their
most urgent needs.

Reschedule the tines sten students are pulled out ink the regular
classroom so that they Nave the opportunity to participate in the
full range of curricular activities.

f.

0. Coordinate the studegte"instructional program s4 that: '

- The_instftlkon'they receive *bile out of the c Seroan
On,,emte , and/or reinfoeces classroom instruction.

have theOpportunity to acquire any necessary skills or
ledge that they may have missed while out of the classroom.

.

h. DevaIop Or refine methods of ginmunication between .the classroom

. 1 teacher And specialist staffso that each is kept current with the
students' progress in both settings.

ilocate time for classroom teachers and eiecialikKto_plan the
students' instructional.activities together.

txpibre ways of motivating each student to became respgnsible Apr
his or,her own learning and work tare him or her to function
successfully in later grade' levels..

c,

rc
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)rc. THI`EFFECT'OF SMPPORT ON INSTRUCTION

Theinforsation collected in the first section
of this 'handbook, :The Effect of Instruction on

Students," became the base for further
investigation into this section, "The Effect. of
Support on Instruction." What the reviewer has

learned about how and what. students learn, the

learning environment, the effect of special services
for the educationally. disadvantaged and Limited-
English-pr9ficient students and students with
exceptional needs are primary pieces in the process
of gathering information necessary to judge the

effectiveness of,a school program. In looking'at
the support areas of staff development, parent f

participation and education, health and guidance,
and_diatrict_suplartreviewers begin to develop an
understanding of how the instructional pybgram. came
to be the way it is and why.

The process of aynthesizing information begins
in a review as soon as bits of information begin to
fit together into larger Segfents.

For Example: The reviewers observed students
using manipulative materials during mathematics
instruction in several of the classeow, visited.
Interviews with staff and a.review of the staff

development records indicate that in-service trein-
ing sessions on the Use of oath manipulatives had
been held and that staff felt they were worthwhile.

Thus, the reviewers in the example cited wefe
able not only to begin to understand why mathematice

Uinstruction was the way i was, but also were able
to observe the effect f the staff development'
sessions as students were using menipulatives in

several classrooms. However, the "whole" of staff

137
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development had not emerged. Remaining questions
included: How were _decisions about staff develop-
ment priorities made? Who had participated in the
sessions? The partial effect of staff developmentums
observed and now served to direct. furtherinquiry.'
It is important to note that only when the remaining
questions have been answered and the "whole" of

staff development is known can reviewers judge the
effectiveness of staff development.-

The review process works not only from the
student through" instruction and support to planning,
but also in reverse order.

For Example: The reviewers learned from the
school plan that the staff would have in-service
training on how to establish mathematics liarni
,ceftters. They further learn that all staff had
'participated in. the in-service training sessions- "
that were designed. tb help teachers establish and
monitor learning centers where students could

practice the mathematics skills,being learned and to
-apply "mastered" skills. However, no learning
centers were observed in the classrooms, and the,

teachers stated that the in-service training
sessions were very interesting but that they bed not
yet had time to implement the suggestions.

m .

Thus, -the effect on students of this seguent'of
staff development was not observable.

It 1.11, critical to remember Apt evaluation of-

sunport activities is directed to the effect of
support activities on instruction; not parent

involvement, for example, as an'isolated element of,.

the school prOgram, nor the evaluation of district-'
level support ap something apart from what is

happening in the instruction of students. District'

support activities may appear to be of high quality,
but" if they are not apfroptiate to the school
program, they are not effectively supporting chit

instruction of students.
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THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON INSTRUCTION: STAFF DEVELOPMENT
0

' This criterion focuses on how effective staff
development activities have been in increasing the
skills and knowledge needed by the teachers, aides,
other-staff and yo to implement the planned
prograi.

The effect of staff development on the instruc-
tional programCan be viewed from two perspectives:

IRAN
s1110111+

One, analyze completed staff development activ-
ities, and ffnd what effects or traces there

-are on the 'instructional program. Determine
what kinds of stifraitrinquent have been
offered and fbr whom. Review the school plan,
identifying staff development assessed needs
and planned activities. Talk-to the principal,
the program coordinator, district personnel,
and responsible SESR program specialist or
whoever is responsible for staff development to
find out what-has been offered, why it was
offered, who participated, how it was pre-
sented, and by whom. Verify and add to this
information by-observing staff at'work with the
students and questioning them about their par-
tioipation in staff development activities.

139
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WO, trace-staff development through instruc-
., tion by establishing the types of instructional

programs that are in existence and determine
what staff development has been offered to sup-
port the program. For example: as a reviewer
you learn that a new writing program has been
implemented. Determine what staff development
was provided to support the implementation of
the writing program.

II-54

Remember that the review of staff development -
is focused on the effect of the staff development
activities., While knowledge of the kinds or number
of activities engaged in by staff members and volun-
teers is important for developing "an understanding
of what has happened in staff development and hqw it
eight be made: more effective, you will be judging
the effect of the staff development^activitiemprIrom
whatever source or whatever nature - -oNlhe ,instruc-
tion of students' and instructional eupport and
improvement process activities.

NOTE: All adults who work with students should
participate in staff development: teachers, aides,
specialists, resource personnel, principals and
other administrators, parents, and other volunteers.
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4
CRITERIA FOR JUOGING QUALITY

THE EFFECT OF STAFF CEVELCPIENT ON INSTRUCTION

This criterion foams on how ;tractive staff development activities

have been in increasing the skills and knowledge needed by the

teachers aides, atter staff et volunteers to implement an

instructional orogen responsive to student and program needs.

4.

In applying this criterion consider the effect of staff develooment on

the Instructional program including services for students wich special

needs and aollitites (LEP, Title I/SCE, special education, and gifted

and talented). Include all staff development activities (group and in-

dividual) provided'for all staff and vol steers involved in the grogram

regardless of the source cif funding utilized to provide such activi-

ties; i.e., district, SESR, dainty, SIP, Title I/SCE, and so fofth.

_Staff development activities. have been Staff development activities are increasing

limited and have little or no relationship to the skills and knowledge necessary for imple-

the planned program. They have had little or menting the program planned to meet student

no effect ie Increasing the skills and and program needs. The activities are aldres-

owoLthe_adults. Them is miunder- sing, on a priority basis, those skilli and

standup Or lilt
41Cieistaniirii-or-Wflatilraje-eita-needed to leraarent

intent of the school's planned program. Staff

seaters are ;Ickes about their individual

responsibilities and have had little' or no

understanding stout 'bet others are doing or

how what they do fits with shot others CO.

E/S
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Lor

Teadhers

Aides-

Other Staff+,

I I

Staff development activities have been highly

effective in enabling the adults to Implement

an instructional program responsive to student

and program needs. The adult knowledges and

skills needed to imlement the planned program

--the-pbreed---fteve-been-kafe-ified-erd-addrassed_in-staff
development activities. Each adult has learned

whatever he or she needed to learn to carry

out his or her part of the planned program.

Staff members understand the school's planned

pogrom, their individual responsibilitiei for

implementing it and how whet they do fiti with

what others do. There is obvious ccweasent

to continued participation in staff develop-

ment activities and to applying. tie acquired

knowledge and skills.

program. Staff development activities are

helping to increase the skills and knowledge

needed by each person to carry out his or her

responsibilities; most members of the instruc-

tional staff are applying the skills and know-

ledges addressed in the staff development

activities. Staff generally understand the

intent of the school's planned progren. 'Mod

staff members understand their individual

responsibilities for implementing the program

and how what they do fits with whet others do.

111111101111111 ing the groom
off includes the principal,

other administrators, and support staff (certified and classified) who are directly involved in

mrioginteets include parents, doorway !eaters, cross-aged tutors, and student teachers.

11j0/
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Area of Investigation

Increased skills and
knowledge

4P%

OW.
s1111111/PIPIT
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT STAFF DEVELOPMENT

Primary source of information:
interview

What changes/refinements have staff members
Made in working with students as a result of
the staff development activities?

How are staff supported in implementing newly
'leaOhed techniques, materials, and/or_
stiategies?

How are certified staff prepared to work within
the cultural rdifferences of students? Are
they well - prepared to meet the needs of LEP
studes, gifted students, students with
exceptional needs, or educationally disadvan-
taged students?

-7

Are they prepared to guide the personal and
social development of each student as well as
to instruct in curriculwm-areas?

How,do the parents, community members and
other volunteers work with students? Are_
their skills adequste? Is this consistent
throughout. the classrooms?

How do instructional aides reinforce skills and
Waist students With learning activities?

.

What kinds of In-service training have certi-
fied staff and others been given to enable them
to identify behaviors which may requtre
referrals?

What in-service activities and ongoing assis-
tance are ,provided regular classroom teachers
to meet the needs of students receiving special
services?

11-56

Verifying `sources of information: 1
observation /documents-

Observation:

What effects of staff development
efforts are visible in the class-
room; do adults seem, to have a
sense of direction and progress in
staff development; do adults seem
to have developed cooperative
relationships designed to carry out
the school's planned program?

Documents; Review' records of
ataff, staff development, activi-
ties, coudcil meetings; needs

'assessment information; communica-
tions to parents ;_ evaluations of
staff development by' staff; evalu-

ations of staff developilent lapis-
mentatien in the classroom; SESR
comprehensive plan and/or PL 94-142
opportunities for staff develop-
ment. What kind of match exists
between the needs of the students
and staff as -expressed in the

school plan and the staff develop-
ment activities? Compare the needs
expressed in the plan with what is
being offered.

4 144



Area of Investigation

Relationship to planned
program

wr.

Primary source of information:
interview

How were aides, council members, parents,

community members, and other volunteers

involved in designing their staff development?

.What roles does the principal play in -staff

development? The district?

What is the overall plan for staff development

activities? (Consider frequency, time lines,

sequencing.) How does it relate to tie needs

ofltaff to carry our the planned program?

What opportunities are there for staff to

discuss together what they are-trying to do and

the effect of what they are trying to do?

What kinds of opportunities are there for

teacher-aide in-service training? For

special education and regular education

.development activities?

joint
joint

staff

What are the procedures for articulation and

integration of skills and knowledge acquired in

staff development? ,
at

.Do staff members' and volunteers think at

staff development activities ha;re been u 1?

How are council/committee members prepared to

fulfill their responsibilities? How effective

do they think their preparation has been?

Do the support staff members (libraiian, nurse,

speech.inq language specialists, and psycholo-

gist/counselor, pregrim specialist, etc.)

understand their roles in implementing the

planned programs as described in school plan?

Hqy helpful have staff deveppment activities
been to them?

..

Verifying sources of information:
observation/documents
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Area of Investigation
Primary source of Information:

interview

Supporting and How has the school used its resources for staff
evaluating staff development? Are 'teachers and otger staff

development activities members encouraged_ to lead staff development
sessions?

. a 147

Whdt external .resources has the school used
(e.g., teacher centers, professional develop-
ment centers, county, district, and SESR
resources, and the special education service
region)?

.

'How has' the school' utilized ltscoumunity/
parent resources? How effectively do staff feel
these resources have been used?

How do staff members and administrative
personnel evaluate the effect of ,the staff
development activities?

How are staff development evaluation results
used?

..

11-58

fi

Verifying sources of Information:
observation/documents

r
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CPPORTWITItS FOR IMPRO

.
.

The staiernefits 11 below indicate act ons *rich. may have been or
". need to be taken to imptove the effectiveness of your prpgrarn. The

specific cppo unities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding a your program and their best suggestions for what your
neat steps might to make your program more effective for students,
-

a. Identifysttie skills and knowledge needed to carry out the planned

; program, including services for students with special needs.

b. Assess 'existing skills and knowledge of staff, parents, ccrdknity,
matters Ind other volunteers working in the program through ongoing
evaluation.

' C. Determine the dif ferenfes between existing and necessary skills and
knowledge. .c-

--ci,,Set priorities for group and individual staff developrrent'aCtivitiso

e. Base activitales on the differefces between existing and necessary
skills and 1ftwledge of pars, carnwity menters, and others.

0
.4.f. Involve the staff, parents, cannipity members, and others in detpr-

reining what their staff development activities should include and
how they would be presented andby whom. AP

g. Individualize activities to melt -the varying needs of the staff.

h. Allocate sufficient time foil staff development activities.

i. Uttiire staff skills and talents for providing staff development
activities. .

j. Use school, district, Prclram Improvement for Imprbving School
Consortia, SELPA, ccrrrnt.ni y, and other resources. for .staf f,
development ,activities.

k. Incorporate into staff development activities ways of confirming
that the adults have acquired and are using skills and knowledge
presented . -

1

E /Sy
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VI)G STAFF CEVEL.CPtENT

. .

staff, and others at the school .. The .SSC/SAC/BAC, 'al'ong with.other
staff, and parent,., should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness for program improvement; and then decide how
your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be
used to incorporate them into your program. ,

444,

11759

Selected Oppprtunities fat Improving

4
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THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON

This criterion focuses on the extent which

parents are involved in and 'knowledgeable about

their children's program at the school.and reinforce
their learning at home.

Parent involvement and education is a broad
category that Includes parent involvement in the
classrooms and the total school, program; keeping
parents informed about their children's program and
the school program, including the array of services
for students with special needs; preparing parents
to assist in the school program; providing oppor-
tunities for parents to explo e their interests in
areas related to child growt and developsent and
parental guidance. In reviews how parent partici-!

pation and education affect the instructional pro-
gram, find out how well informed the parents are

151

INSTRUCTION: PARENT PARTICIPATION

11-60

about the program and the day - today activities of
the students, how parents are directly invollred in
their children's educational experiences., how they
are involved in the school program,' agd what

kinds of parent education activities they have been
involved. 16

also, talk to the teachers and the administra-
tive staff about the ways in which they communicate,,
with parents -about the school prograi and their
children.' work at school. Rev written cdumunt:4
cations such as echdol and /or class "newsletters.

< 1,
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rA FOR .3JCGPC CIVILITY

RIE EFFECT CF VARTICIPATICH AND EDUCATION ON INSTRUCTION

This criterion focuses on the extent to which parents are involved in Ii applying this criterion judge the quality of the program iri-teovi of

and Icnbalecigeable about their children's program at the school and the effect of parent part iciest ion. and education on instructiori.
reinforce theft learning at hone.

Parerits have little understanding of and

calmitiak to the school program, the school
plan or program *movement efforts. Few

parents are involved in the classroan and
school program or in parent education activi-*
ties; their involvement is infrequent and

sporadic and provides little support to the

instructional program or to of fort-s-N to

implement the planned .program. Parents are
unaware of the children's day to day activi-
ties (including those specified in IEPs or
ILPs). Parent education has had little if any
*pact on parents readiness to became involved
in their children's school program, to support
their childjen in the school actixities, or to
assist them at hone.

; .153.

Ia. I
Most of the parents actively involved with the
school program understand and support- the
program for their children; they are aware of
the school plan and specific efforts to
improve the progran. In wry of the class -
roams irrvolverent of parents has enfiched and
extended the instructional prograu in other
classrooms, parent involvement is-infrequent
or has nude little difference in how the
teacher organized and manages the classroom.
Involvement of parents` in school act ivit ies
;Asir* the classroan has provided ,support for
implernentating the planned school improvement
efforts. Wile parents not actively involved
have some understanding of their children's
progran, and are aware of their children',s
day-to-day activities (including those
specified in IEPs and Ill's) they have limited
knowledge of the specific efforts to Improve
the school program; they are generally not

are of at they could do personally to
support implerentation of the progran for

their children. Parent education activities
have, made4(it passible for many Parents to
participate in the school program, to support
their children in meir school activities, and
to assist' them at hone.

I
Parents are enthusiastic and committed to the
school progran and improvement efforts. They

are knowledgeable about the school planand
know when and how they can assist in *pie- -
'renting the planned program. Involvement of
pareots in the classrotes extends and enrichis
the instructional program and expands the
teachers' capabilities to provide instruction
and supervision of the students. Parent
involve- meat outside the classroom is a

continuing, source- of active support in
implementing the planned progran. Parents'
knowledr5e of the instructional progran,
including individuelired learning plans (IEPs,

ILPs), and how their children are learning
allow then to support their children' in their
activities at school Ind to reinforce at hove
specific skills 'and concepts taught at
school.
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Area of investigation

Communication to par-

ents

Parent/community
involvement

155

11,

GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT PARENT PARTICIPATION

PriMary source of information:
interviews

How does, ale school communicate with the
parents? By newsletters? Parent conferences?
Open house?

'Do the various means of communication from the
school to the home provide parents with a corr;g
plete picture of the school program including
all services available to student with special
needs?

What provisions are made to communicate with
. parents of LEP students in their primary
language?

Is there an active liaison with SESR Community
Advisory Committee (CAC)?

How doer :the district coi;miUnicatirwitiCparents?

-Do teachers periodically send student's com-
pleted work home?

How well-informed are parentsrabout the day-to-
day activities of their children?

How are parents and community members
encouraged to participate in the school and/or
classroom program?

.
Are parents and,communiry members involved in
the program for example, as tutors or

instructional assistahts, resource people,

library aides in the resource center, on the
playground, or in other capacities?

11-62

Verifying sources of information:
obseivation/documents

Observation: Look for evidence of
parent involvement in the class-
rooms, library, media or resource
center, office, and other areas of
the school program. How effective
does this participation seem to be?
What are parents doing in the
classroom, the office, the
teacher's room? How effective does
ithis n sees to be?

Documents: Loo for records show-
ing the various ways in:Mlich:* the
school communicates with parents:
back to school night, open house,
bulletins, newsletters, neighbor-
hood' coffees,- telephone treesy
parents' conferences, use of com-
munity resources, parent education
offerings, IEPs and ILPs.
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Area of investigation
,Primary source of information: Verifying sources of information:

interview observatibn/documents

Are parent and, commity -members involved in
activities ,such ,es, assessing student health
needs, recruiting other patents for councils,
serving on PTA, or other committees, working
with students after school, spe interest

activities, assisting with the home-language
surveys?.

Bow are parents of students with exceerional
needs involved in planning and reviewineIEPs?
Row are parents of LEP students involved in
developing the ILPs?

How have volunteers been prepared to do what
they are doing?

Are parents and community members involved in
providing enrichment activities, in a planned
instructional activity, in writing a-newsletter
for parents, in- providing parent education

sessions for other parents, and in translating
for 12P parents?

Parent education Have parent education interests and neede been
expressed?

What kinds of parent education activities

have been" offered the parents? How any
participa4,2

How effective do parents believe these activi-
ties have been?

In what ways is the district supporting parent
education?

".7

4'
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CPPORTUVITIES. IMPROVING PARENT

PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION

The statements listed below indicate actions *filch may have been or
need to be taken to improve. the effectiveness oE your program. The

specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their

understanding pf your program and their best suggestions for what your
next steps might be to make your program moreeffective for students,

4.

a. Use a variety of ways to encourage parents and community members to

participate in the classroom and school program.

b. Mork to sustain involvement of parents and community members'and

provide for their interests and caberns.

c. Identify and use the talents, interests, and knowledge of parents

and community members in the classrooms and school program.

d. Provide opportunities for patents who work during the school day to

support and contribute to the school program.

e. Involve parents of students with exceptional needs and LEP students

in planning and reviewing ILPs and IEPs.

f. Provide two-way home - school cowtunications regarding the student's,

day-to-day activities and the semi-m.4m

V. Provide .hone- school communication 'and 'parent education and

involveMent opportunities in the primary language(s) of the limited-

and non-English-ipeaking parents.

h..Provide opportunities for parents ,.to express interests their

interests and needs and involve them in planning parent education

activities.

i. Encourage parent pert icipation in support groups for parents of stu-

,dents receiving special services (e.g.,,BAD, SAC Community Advisory

Council).

J. Explore the concept .of a school basolroommunity education program.

AVOW '

15 9'.
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staff and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC along with other staff
and parents should review these suggestions, determine their potential
effectiveness for program improvement, and then decide how your ongoing
planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be used to

incorporate them into your program.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

6.2
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THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON INSTRUCTION: HEALTH AND GUIDANCE SERVICES

This criterion focuses-on how effectively the
health and guidance services provided the student
are in meeting the student's needs.

In reviewing the effect of health and
guidance -activities, determine how students'
emotional, mental, and physical health needs are
assessed; how the assessment information is used;
and what kindi of follow -up, procedurew.are being
used.

Observe individual students in the class-.

rooms to determine how the classroom curriculum,

161 -II -65

organization, and environment have beeq accommodated
to the,health amk'guidance needs of the students.
Use this information to frame interview questions
about health and guidance services.

' Question the School nurse; the language.,

speech,' and hearing specialists; the resource:

specialist; the counselor; and the psyChologist to
develop a complete 'picture of the health and
guidance needy at the school And how the specialists
work to meet those needs. Question the classroom
teachers and the principal and/or other
administrators to learn more ;bout the effect of
these support services.

. .
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This- criterion focuses on how
services provided the student

)6
effectively the health and guidance
are meeting the studel's needs.

CRITERIA Ff. JUCGING QUALITY -

THE EFFECT OF HEALTH AN:)'11.iIDANCE SERVICES
-

a

.71

The students' cwt N.414- mental and physical
health needs have been identified althoughr in

sorne_Keas, screening, referral, and assess-
'meeqUplocedures are not tinr'Iy and/or they are'
limit ed. Follow -up activities, including
services for students with special needs, are
being `carried out to renediate serious

iterever possible) and/or' to incfease
skill students to "'cope with health

pro:arns anYff the resources of the school
and Cc:tenant are being used for follow-up;

tore availeliie resources are kit being

tipped and / 'Fr used as fully as possible. The

specialist support staf and instructional
staff share important UK information; the
information is frequently used as a4pagii for
altering the curriculum, organization, and

environment for the students in 'order to
accomodate their specific needs. Parents are
informed g,f their children's errotionalmental
and physical health needs, and the school, as

e requested, provides information regarding
resources available for follow-up services .

The, school program includes instruction in
several of the major content areas of health

educat ion.

;Assessment of student's emotional-mental and.
physical health needs is limited to statutory
requirarents ,and. there is little or no

foklow-up. Resourcks available Ito the school

.pave not been explored and/or- are not being_

effectively' used., Specialist usupport staff
provide little ongoing assistance to students;
classroom teachers receive little heVth
information about their students, ndr do they
receive direct assistance or kn-serVice
training to help' them work with'the students
with 'health needs in their ciassroorn.

'Generally parents receive notice of their
children's serious ITalth needs, but fcillow-udr

'is sporadic rather than routine. There is
little or no formal instruction in health
educat ion.

Apply this criterion to judge the quality of the effegE of health and
quictance on the student and the instructional program.

I

a

410

J.._

The identification of sttAnt 's emot long -

crent al and physiCal, health needs is based on
appropriate and timely screening of auditory,
visual, dental, physical) and speech needs,

individual referrals, and on established
_ criteria and procedures for identifying

students with guidance needs. Follow-up

activities, including services for students
with special' needs; Have been successful in
renediating needs (wherever possible) and in
increasing skills of stOdenti to cope with
health problems. Available school and

ccanuntti resources have teen identified and
,are being effectively used for' follow-up and
for enhancing the health of students. The

curriculum, organization, and environment of
the claesroons Eccormodate the s? \46, health

needs of the students. Speci support

. staff provide ongding assistance' o students
with identified needs,' to ,classrocrn teachers

as they., work with these students, and to thir
perents. The school program.includes appro-

priate grade-level instruction .in the major

content area; of health educatiok; 164

to
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Area of. Investigation

Referral/assessment of

needs

a

r

Follow -up procedures

165.

GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFONTION-ABOUT HEALTH AND GUIDANIE

Verifying sources of tnformation:
observition/documents

'Primary source of information:
terviewa . ,

How are'emotional, Mental; and physical health
needs.of the student identified?

Ire there an established referral process?
it well understood by all personnel?

Who does the assessment ?, Nurse? Psychologist?
Classroom teacher? Resource specialist?

/Speech, language, and hearing specialist? Is

a , multidisciplinary apprqsCh utilized in'

assessing needs?

How timely are the assessment procedures?

so

Are assessment/ services equally available to

all students?

HOW are assessment Itcmults utilized by per-
sonnel working directly with the student?

How are parents informed Of 'their, 'child's

healthineeds? Is colmunication provided in the
.anguagenf the parents?

Are pafenti informed of services available in
the community, district, county, and.state?

What IollOv-up procedures are used at the

school? Do the appropriate specialists work
with:Adentified students on an ongoing basis?

Da the' specialists confer abqut individual

students? Are the classroom teacher, the

principal, and the parents included in these

conferenves?

:Rom are the health and guidance, reburces of
the school community, district, county, and
state'usedao help meet student needs?

11-67

Observation: Is' there a multi-.

disciplinary team which meets on a.
regular basis to address student.
referrAls/assessment? Does it

appear that the health and guidance
needs of the students are being
met? Does the school seem to miss
some students? Is there evidence-in
-the classrood of Adaptation of

learning environme
needs? Is health
regular part of the curr

to student
ucition a

ulum?

Documents: . Look at student health
and guidance records, IEPs, the

communication systems used .among'
parents/specialist/teacher leeeonb
plan (health education), the school
plan.

\i 16.6 .



Area of Investigation

Use of assessment
information

Health edUcation

(

167'
r

Primary source of information:

interviews

How do the specialists inform the teacher about

the student's needs? Abbut changes in needs

How do the specialists work with the teacher to

enaure .that the curriculum and/or learning

environment -support the health and guidance

needs of the students? -,

Are other personnel who work directly with the

student aware of the modified environment

and/or curriculum?

What kinds of health education are included in

the curriculum?

What relationship exists tween the kinds of

health education proyided, and the needs of

students' as identified in he plan, and the

assessment of studenti?

q 7

II-6H

t

4

Verifying sources of information:

observation/documents

'1k

Ith



CPPCRIUNITIES FOR -D4PRCIIIIVEAL TN NC GUIDANCE SERVICES

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have been or
need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of your'program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their under-
standing of your program and their best suggestions for what your next
next steps might be to make your program more effective for students,

a. Establish and use procedures for screening, referral, and follow -yo

of student health needs (auditory, visual dental, ahysical,speech

and language and tither health needs).

b. Provide heaVh education insttuctIon.

c. Establish and use procedures to identify, refer, and assess needs

of students for guidance services.

d. Provide direct service to students and assistance to teachers in
modifying the /earning environment of their classrooms to meet

individual student needs.

e. Use health and guidance assessment information to modify cunricUluM,

classroom, organizatioh, and /or learning environment to meet indivi-

dual student needs.

f. Establish and use follow-up procedures to comminicate the results

of health and guidance screening to parents and teachers. de

g. Identify and use available state, federal, district, and community

resources.

h. COordinete health and guidance services so that students receive

maximum benefit from services delivered.

i. Provide health and guidance assessment services and information in

the primary language(s) of the students and their parents.

J. Consider cultural differences between home and school in providing

health and guidance 'services.

169

staff and others at the school. The SSC/SAC/BAC along with other staff
and parents should review these suggestions, determine their potential
effectiveness for program improvement, and then decide how your ongoing
planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be used to
incorporate them into your program.

11-69

Selected Opportunities for Improving

MP

a
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THE EFFECT OF SUPPORT ON INSTRUCTION: DISTRICT SUPPORT

This criterion focuses on how effectively the
disitrict'is supporti the school in its efforts to
improve the planned rogram for students.

In reviewing district support of the school's
improvement efforts, examine two areas: how the
district supports instruction directly (e.g.,
allocation of resource specialists, development of
proficiency standards, development of referral
procedures, curriculum development activities) and
how the district supports instruction indirectly
(e.g., assistance with staff development; training
for school site.eouncil or school adivsory council
members, community advitory committee, and other
-activities). RemeRher, district support includes
only thole efforts of personnel from the 'district
office; it does not include the efforts of those
personnel.who work at the school every day.

Look for policies' and procedures that the
district has established to provide leadership to
its schools as well as action the district has taken
in carrying but such policies and procedures. Relate
what has been learned' about district support to what
has been stilted in the school plan. While many of
the policies and procedures which the district uses
to guide schools in school improvement efforts are

UMW

171
.-- 11-70

contai in Part I of the District Master Plan for
School lin ovement, these are not the only policies
or the o means by which the district provides
leadership and direction'tb its schools. Be alert
to other men of communication--other policies and

nd

procedures se 7 by the school board, administrative
procedures, a the historical "everptc_4nows
that . . ." traditions. what isiTiact'such

leadership efforts have. hac Note the policies and
procedures governing special _=education services in
the local district. -

Much of the fact-finding regarding the eftecsk
of district support/will be covered during assess -
tient of the preceding support items. Direct
evidence will be gathered through interviews with
district and school personnel.

Question the staff, the principal, and district
staff to find out what the district does to support
the school program and how helpful that support has
been in carrying out the program. To find out how
effective such actions were, use information
gathered during classroom observations and fray con-
versations with school and district staff.

122
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CRITERIA FOR JUDGING QUALITY

THE EFFECT (T DISTRICT 9JPFCRT

This criterion focuses on how effectively the districl, is supportir

the school in its efforts to improve the, planned Oftgran for the

'students.

Qistrict policies and procedures to idde

and support the schaols either have not been

defined bythe district or are unknown to this

school. The district strategies to assist

the school are vague or stated in very general

I'

terns and encompass few of t resources

available to the district. The strategies

were not planned jointly by the ithool and

district and, therefore, show little

relationship to the specific objectives,

needs, and priorities of the school. Efforts

to guide and support the school have had

little impact on the school's efforts to

improve its program.

E/S

ti

Apply this criterion to judge the quality of the program in terns of

the effect of district support for the school program. Consider the

district services provided through regular district funds as well as

those provided by special funding.

District leadership and support to the school,

as defined through policies, procedures, and

assistance strategies, are known to council/

ccardttee'nwmters and to some other staff and

parents at the school. district's assis-

tance to the school coordi tes and uses many

of the district, Conmunity,\and SE SR resources_

available to the district and assistance in

curriculum improvement and staff development

is generally consistent with the school's

objectives, needs, and priorities. The dis-

trict's implementation of these policies,

assistance strategies, has helped the school

make progress toward improving its program for

students.

....
I I

*ar

District leadership and support to the school,

as defined through policies, procedures, and

assistance strategies, is well known to the

council /committee staff and parents at the

school. Jointly planned by the council/

committee, school staff, and district staff,

district assistance, including assistance in

curriculum improvement and staff development,

is based? on the schools' needs, objectives,

and priorities and effectively coordinates and

uses available district, o7nnunity, SESR,

state, and federal resources. The district's

timely and effective Implementation of its..

Policies, procedures, and assistance has

contributed significantly to the school's

capability to respond to students' needs and

interests and has resulted in a high degree of

commitment to and ewpectat ions for success in

oving the program for the students.

. ---
I I , I I

/ HIGH
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Area of Investigation

Communication among
district and school

District support
strategies and
activities

Use of resources

7-20
175

GUIDE FOR COLLEC+G.INFOICON ABOUT DISTRICT SUPPORT

Primary souram of information:
interviews

How well-known are the communican channels
between -the district and the school?

How well understood by the staff is the direc-
tion established by the district for school
improvement, bilingual education, compensatory
education, and so forth?

HoV=well 'understood'by the staff is the direr
tion established by the SESR for special
education and related instructional services?

What kinds of support do the staff and
principal receive in carrying out established
district directions and policies?

Are efforts to' improve the prograi for Title I/
SCE, LEP, special education, and gifted stu-
dents seen as separate-from the regular school
program?

What kind of input does the school have in the
design of district strategies and activities?

What district activities or support strategies
are being implemented? What futufe activities
or support strategies are being planned by the
district?

In what ways does the district support the
school in planning, implementing,. and evalu-
ating the school program?

How appropriate are support strategies to the
needs, priorities, and objectives of the school
program?

What ,kinds of resources are being, used to

support the improvement process at the schdbl?

How are these resources coordinated?

11-72,

Verifying sources of information:
A% observation/documents

Observation: Look r evidence of
4istrict support i he classroom.
Does the school receive district
help in curriculum development?
Health and guidance? Evaluation?
Planning?. ILP, IEP development and
implementation? Staff development?

Documents: District master plan,
proficiency standards, and
poliqies and procedtires; staff
development records, council
minutes,-the school plan.

176



CPRCRTLNITIES-FOR IMPROVING DISTRICT SIPRCRT

The statements listed below indicate actions which pay have been or
need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of" your program. The

, specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program and 'their best suggestions for chat your
next steps might be to make_your program Aire effective for students,

A. a

'a. Determine-Id:sat policies; procedures, and strategies are needed to
guide and support program invrtrverrent efforts. Modify existing
excrctat ions/direct ives%strategies accordingly.

4 b. Identify ct.rreRt channels of ccrnmulidation which convey information
accoratelt and' reliably among actninistrato , governinkboard",
and the schpl.

Arra* for staff development to ensure full unCirstandirg of
important issues and concepts canmunicated fan the district level

to the school, especially those relat to applicable laws and

regulations, consolidated applica programs at the school, and
polieNo. and procedures.contained 0 the district master Sian.

s

Arrange for curriculum and/or ,staff development assistance 'as
needed for implementing the plInned program..

eljssess the effectivenes's ofscurrent dk,ktrict services to the school
- 'and identify resources never befor'e ut lazed.

f, Request. districtjSESR support' services wprOpriate to the school
program.

work with the district office as you determine your objectives,
need, and pridriCed fd.' the coming year, and "jointly plan ;hat
and4nen resources are needed to' meet these objectives and netts.

-:E/S
177

Er 'Ivan.

1111111110

1r

4110

staff,' and others at 1,he school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along with other
st api parents , should review thele suggestions, . determine their:
potential effectiveness for program improvement, and then decide how
your ongoing planning, translating, and evaluation procedures will be
used -to incorporate them into-your program.

Selected Opportunities for Improving

11-'73

47

1.

'
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D. THE EFFECT OF,Tillki4PROVEMINT PROCESS

I
This section includes two areas of review: the

effect of the School Site Council/School Advisory

Council/BilinguaL'Advisory Committee (SSC/SAC/BAC) and

the effect of planning,`. translating the plan into

action, and 'evaluation. These two areas include the
methods or procedures usei to ithprove or maintain the

lquality of education provided f9r students. Together,
they constitute the improvement process. In reviewing

.the-work of the SSC/SAC/BAC and in finding out about
planning, translating, and evaluating activities, the
reviewer learns why' instruction and instructional

lsupport are the way they are.aAd what, might be changed
lin the improvement process to increase and/or maintain
tile effectiveness of. instructional and- support

activities.
114

The information collected' investigating The Effect

of Instruction on Students" and "The Effect of Support
in instrliction" becqmes the base for investigation into

thls section, The Effect of the process."

cThe 'effects of the improvement process should be

observable in the planned program, in the classrooms,.
in the ways in which people work together, and in the
program modifications identified by the school

community.4'"

e

reviewer can see the effects of the planning' and

evaluation procedure's that extend well beyond. the

written plan. The reviewer can develop an, under
standing of previous use of the procedures through
interviews and can assess the effects of the' ongoing

procedures through observation, interviews, and

documentation.
a

Between Planning the program and -doing what has
been planned are ire crucial activities which translate
eas into action. These activities, include communi
tion, collaboration, and mutual support among staff

and others. at the school; definitioh of roles and

responsibilities; appropriate personnel assignments;

reallocation of time; scheduling; .coordination and
sequencing of tactivities;, spaceallotmenS,, ordering, bf
needed supplies; and program monitoring.

_Throulhout this section, it is impitant for' the
reviewer to recognize the type of planhing and trans
lating and evaluation proceduresi'that have evolved at
the school. The proCedures may be very- formal,.quite
informal, or have elements of both. They may involve
all personnel to the same degree, some - personnel in a
concentratedway, or only a few people. Whatever the
types of procedures, the reviewer's task is to fini out

how well they have worked to produce a program that
meets the needs of the students, staff, and parents.

. f.

Reviewing the-quality of Nom:ling and evaluation
'actually begins with a review of the school plan.

However, the Aocest ofplanningsand evaluation is not
static - -it 41/evolving, changing, and 'dynamic. The

S

J1774

e

180.
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THE EFFECT OF THE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS: SCHOOL SITE COUNCIL/SADOL ADVISORY COUKIL/BILINGUAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

This criterion focuses on how effective the

SSC/SAC/BAC, have been in carrying out their responsi-
bilities within the improvement process,at the school.

In judging, the effectiveness of the council/
committee in planning, monitoring and modifying the

school program, the reviewer :ill use informatton
0

A

6

1

.11

derived through observing the effectsffects of the planning
process on support activities and on instruction; from
interviews with staff, parents, and council /committee

members; and froi dotuments, such as membershlip rosters,\
minutes, and agendas. Evidence collected will include
nob onl?Lthe work of the council/committee, btf also
what others in the echo ommunity know' and how they .

:feel about the work of theouncilkommittee.

II-75
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CRITERIA FOR ..IJOGIND WALITY

tHE.EFFECT-CF THE SCHOOL SITE COUNCIL/SCHOOL ADVISORY COUNCIL/BILIGLAL ADVISORY COPMITITEE

on focuSes on how effective the SSC/SAC/BAC, have been in

their fLnctions of planning, monitoring, and modifying the

106

Meetings of the SSC/SAC/BAC have been infre-

quent and/or'poorly attended; consideration qt

schoof group4' points of view when-

, Passessing near establishing priorities, and

rminihg directions for the program has

-limited. Ng. work or the sx/sAcmac
genstallyds not known; the members do rit see.

their nork as Important to the school prigraT;

Mite Is 'teih4..done to encourage, atber

faientl and staff to participate In the work

...0141ihetcquncil/coMittee. In id);0=1.elg.the

school 'Zan only a few key st FS on

'.'.:,1047wcqn5f1/;onftlidtes were involved.

niostfon'lepngrehe arjous councils/committees

ots limited; each plans separately. Gourd!

trete:1 ttle know edgefrOf, or

comeitnioi t the 'planned prOg am and are

t
ndt e 'of- the stles Ing taken

to.trandlate the nned,ptegr to action.

En

18 3 1
.

I

*

Appl)t thIs criterion to judge the quality of the SSC/SAC/BAC in terms
of their effect on the improvement process at the school as well as the

school program.

In regular meetings, usually well attenied,by

SSC/SAC/BAC men4rs, points of view from

several groups in the school community are

ronsidered-when assessing needs, establishing

priorities, and determining directions for the

program. The of the SSC/SAC/BAC is

generally known; /the meMbers and some other

"'staff and parents see the council/committee's

wok as important. Othef, staff and parents

are encduraird to participate in the work of

the ccuncil/cannittee; e.g., planning and

monitoring the program. The coLncil/connittee

serves as a forum for dtStussing the develop-

ment of the school plan, including the budget,

end has been sonemOlat active 'in reviewing

implementation of-the program and determining

needed,modifications. fach council/committee

.,is generally Informed dobut the major deliber-

ations or recahmendations of the others.

Council members and some other staff and.

parents .are informelr'about and demdhstrate

commitment to the planned program. Awareness

Of'StcIps being taken to translate the planned

prograM.1nto action varies from high to very

limited.

In regular, well-attended meetings of SSC/SAC./

BAC points of .view from all groups in the

school community have been actively considered

when assessing needs,- establishing priorities,

and determining directions for the program.

The council /committee has been successful in

involving other staff, parents, and community

membert in its work. The leadership of the

council/committee during the develoonent .of

the school plan, including the OpOget, and

Wring 'cent inning review and modification of

the progiam has resulted in increased commit-

neat to the suaceasfulAmplementation of the

Named program by other staff and parents at

the school. Ccnnunication and cooperation

among Phe different councils/cannitteg has

contributed to a well-integrated program for

students. -Council members and others demon-

strate a high level bf knowlege of and

conmitmert to the planned program, and they,...

are well aware of the steps being taken to

translate It into act ion.

18.4
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFORMATION ABOUT THE SCHOOL COUNCILS/COMM/TTEE
,

Areas of-Investightion

Selection of members

ft\

Preparation of members

t

Priory source of information:
,IPr interviews

How were the members selected? How are
vacancies filled?

How representative of the parents in 'the

community are the parent members? . Did the
selectiOn process provide an opportunity for all
interested parents and staff to become members;,
How representative of the staff are the staff
membere?

What in-service training did members receive
about the purpose of the council/committees ,and'
lohat their responsibilities are?

How well do the members understand the purpose
and the requirements of special funding
sources reived by the school?

other 'in- service

Who presented it, and

Verifying seurcespf information:
observation/documents

Obsetvation and exploratioh with
school staff and parents: Does the
council or committee seem to be

representative ofits arstituent
community? Does the S include
parents of students receiving
special services, ifted and
talented,. LEP, T tle I/SCE
students, and students with
exceptional needs)?

Document: Selecti-4 procedures,

TotTITI7committee,agendaslisinutes/
by-laws attendance sheets, communi-
cations, between school and home,
school community descript'ion's, and

of elections/announcements
selections

training did they receive?,
how was it presented?

How were decisions made regarding the kinds of
in-service training presented?

Functioning of the council How often are meetings held?, How well-attended
are they? How representative of the school
population. are those who. regularly attend" the
meetings?

IIICARCINAC

committee

185.

"ft What kinds of support services are provided #o
the council (e.g., .translation services for '.EP
parents; sche4uling and notice of meeting times,
provision of baby-sitting service, and

"communications abou.t the meetings)?

11-77
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Areas of Investigation

187 4

. ^

Primary source of Information:
interviews

How are meetings conducted?Who sets the agendas?

Do-the agendas reflect the concerns and inter

ests of the school community? Do tt)e by-laws

and operational procedures facilitate the eon-,

duct of the business of the council/committee?

How do the councils/commmittee keep
the school community (parents

informed atiout the school program?

how do parents and staff members
councils/coimittee of their concerns

for the school program?

How are the members kept informed about what

happening in the richool program,and how well

is working?

How were the' members involved in developing the

plan, in determining desired student outcomes,

in assessing needs arid setting ,objectives, in

'developing basic approaches or strategies, and

" in designing evaluatton,procedures?

members of
and staff)

inform the
or. desires

is
it

How are members involved in ongoing planning, in

monitOring,the 'Program, and in-making decisionh

about What should be.modified and howl How 410

the members involve others in the planrang

process?

How' do the different councils /committee work

,together ikplemtntfng,' and moni-

toring the plannW program?

In what ways, has

council/committees?

How effective «,4o

belieiie they have

responsibilities?

the district' supported the

council/committee members

been in fulfilling "their

Ato0,effective do the parents and staff members

believe the council/commiteeechave been

lir

Verifying sources .of

observation/documents

0
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MIP 02PORTUNITIES FOR IMPVING ,THE SCHOOL SITE COUNCIL/

SORCOL ADVISCRY COUNCIL/BILINMAL ADVISCRY COMMITTEE .

The statements listed below indicate actions Which may Mme-teen-or
need to bq taken to improve the effectiveness of your program. The
specific opportunities selected by the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program and their best suggestions for what your
next stepi might be to make your program more affective for stucentsd

a. Provide in- service training,so that each member understands:

- The purpose of the SSC/SAC/Eit`end his or her responsibilities
as a member.

- Nomito carry out his or her responsibilities for planning the

Program.

How to work with other councils/ccamittees.

The purpose and requirements of each of the special funding
sources received by the school through the consolidated
application

b. Verify that individual SSC/SAC/RAC meters are thoroughly familiar
witfi the school plan, including services for students with special
needs, the budget, and the planned day- t0-day operation of the
Prcgrea-

c. Establish or extend, communication find collaboration among the
various councils /committee (including the '/Community Advisory
Council).

I

O. Involve parents and staff wasters who tare not members of the
council(s) in the work of the group(s). ,

e. Involve secheamter in cats:mining how the SSC/SAC/BAC functions.

t. EneUre,thet agendas and activities reflect the concerns of the
school,community

g. Provide services to support attendance of members and guests such
as:

- Scheduling of meeting times to sccommodete the personal I
schedules of parents and staff

- Translation services for limited- or non-English speaking
parents. . .

h. Solicit CAC advice on issues related to special education.
wMwrw

O

189

staff, and others at the sch.;ll. The SSC/SAC/RAC, along with other
staff and parents, should review these suggestions, determine their
potential effectiveness° for program klanprovement, and then deed, how
your ongoing planning, translating, and evalustlon procedures will be
used to incorporate them into your program.

II-79

Selected Oivortunitier for Improvirc

MOr
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TIE EFFECT OF THE IMPROVEMENT PROCESS: PLANNING, TRANSLATING THE. PLANNED PROGRAM INTO ACTION idrEiALUATfOtel

J

' This criterion focuses on how effective the

planning, translating, and evaluation procedures used
by the stafkand parents,at the school have been in
'developing and maintaining'a program responsive to the

student and program needs.

In judging the effects of planning, translating

.the ,pfin into action, and evaluation, use evidifice

collected while reviewing the plan, the instructional

program,, -and support services. In gathering

information about'planning and evaluation, consider the

school plan, the process Of planning and evaluation

that led to the development of the plan, and the

ongoing planning apd evaluation activities.

The structure of the school's ongoing-planning and

evaluetion. process, 44, not as crititall as the

effectiveness of the prbcels, its, is ct on the

learning of students, and the involvement of personnel

at the school site.

The process may be 'formal, informal, or both. It

4 say involve 'componen; committees, total staff, or

representative groups, of the councils as the.fdrum for

.4n
ecIsion making. WhAtevee_the form, the process should

clude the Jolteefng,,Th. order to attain maximum

ffect: Ak'
os ,

.
.

Underatinding46-all.peraonnel of the common-
dated program puriosei and requirements

Agreement on swat/rand expectations

Agredilent on the program-de-signed to reach goals

and expectations

Understanding of,r9les and responsibilities
1111011.1111ANAMIL

1'91

'Allocation of resources need to translate the
plan into action

c
AnliWgoing_planning process

115
An evaluation deiign

Use of evaluati4 information for modification
and rfinement of the prograe.

Once a plan is written, the cycle of translating
the" plan into action, ongoing planning 'and evaluation
begins, moving to replanning, to modification, and

again to translating the modification into action. It

is a. continuous, year-round 'process involving all

personnel concerned with the instruction of students.

,., Translation activities should involve everyone
included in the planned piogram. Talk to staff members

about how they communicate with eech other; how they
work together; the kinds of support they receive from
each other, the administrators At the 'school, the

district office; how they know that they are-to do in
carrying out their part of the planned program; and so

forth. Talk to the principal.and other administrators
about how assignments are made, ,roles'are defined,
translation activities are supported, .the

implementation of the planned program is monitored,

decisions are made, and problems'are Solved) and so

forth.

The reviewer moves back and foith ,between the
planned program and the implemented Program in ordextz/
understand interrelationship: between planning

translating the plan into Action; that .is, what people
have done, are doing, andlr do,tbe make the plan
become a reality. 1

II-80
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CRITERIA FOR inGiNG QUALITY

THE EFFECT CF PLANNING, TRANSLATItG THE PLAN INTO ACTION, AND EVALUATION

Thii criterion focuses on how effective the planning,-transl ing and

evaluation procedures used by the staff and parents_at the sc o1 have

been in developing and maintaining a,program r ive tast dent and

program needs.

a

The planning,- translating, And evaluation

procedures Used by' each council or committee

and other staff antrarents at the school are

molest or little, is Imam atcutieem. There

Ys little agreement on goals -and expectations

for students pr on chat the school program

should accomplish and tow. Few of those

involved in carrying out the plan can describe

.how their- roles andiesconsibilities fit into

program, nor Ado the daily

most of the staff and parents

ing out the planned program.

f ccmmuniattion, coordination

IWOceving the school progian

tarts for °TAO planning

ve not been defirlid,and there

potion among parents and staff

f developing .such procedures this
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tile, 'planned

activities

relate

Theie

and

as- p

_andev

is l.lmt t le
members

year..

E/S

LOW

I I'

Apply this criterion to Judge the quality of the improvement process in

terms of the effect of planning, translating, and evaluation activities

4pA the planned program.

The planning, translating and evaluation

prof:Our* used by the council/committee mem-

bers have led to general agreeMent among the

council/committee members about student and

program needs and about at should be accom-

plished and, how; other staff and parents

involved in the program generally understand

mhat those agreements are and are supportive

of than. Most of the day- activities of

people at the school are response to the

Planned program. Mhili ogle involved in

individual areas of the planned program know

the goals and expectations for students within

their areas, and what their incli4dual respon-

sibillaies'are, only some of the people at tAt

school are well informed abbut the whOle range

of goals, expectations and responsibilities in

the plan and how what .they do fits in with

,mhat others po. Procedures fqr ongoing plan-

ning and evaluation are defined but infre-

quently used. odification to planned activi-

ties sometimes occur primarily in response to

the staff's operational probates rather than

in response to observed efFect%, of the

instructional program on'students.

The planning, translating, and evaluation pro-

cedures :fed by .the counciI/pownittee and

other staff and parents have led to a.hisn

livel of agreement about student and program

needs, about 'what shoUld be accomplished and

how. Staffnd parents are working together to :

implement the program" as planned and the day-

to-day activities of the people at the school

are those envisioned in the planned program.

Everyone involved in carrying out the program

understands the overall intent of the program

improvement. efforts, what their individual

roles and responsibilities are, *het must be

done to carry out those responsibilities and

how their responsibilities relate to unit

others are doing or will do. ()Nod comeunica-

tion, coordination and Mutual support are

obvious. Ongoing planning and evaluetiOn pro-

cedures are knomn to all involved in thakpro-

gram and routinely used. Modifications of

planned activities are made .10 response to the

observpd effects of planned instructional

activities on students and observed effects of

support activities on the instructional

Prdigran

HI4,1
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GUIDE FOR COLLECTING INFbRMATION ABOUT PLANNING, TRANSLATING

Primary source of information:
interviewsArea of investigation

1,
Agreement about the How, have staff and parent's\

planned program planning? Who was involved?

4

S

been involved in

How did the planners inform others about the

planned program? How did they get others'

'input in planning? How was this input used?-

How were agreements about the planned Program

,reached? How widespread are the agreements?

What process is used when there is a lack of
agrgemeht? Are infornal as well as formal dis-

cusisions of problems or solutions encouraged?

How well do personnel responsible for planning

and impleienting the planned program understand
the purposes and requirements of the Consoli-
dated Application/SESR programs at the school?

What,in -service training for planning and eval-

uation was provided ttie stiff and the c9uncil/

committee?

Understanding roles'and How are responsibilities for the various. parts

,responsibilities of the'planned program determined?

How well do people understand their own roles

and responsibilities? Do they understand the
roles and responsibilities of others?

Howowell do they understand how their activi-

ties and responsibilities relate to what others

do?

How have staff been prepared to learn, .under-

stand,.and accept the roles and responsibili -

-ties of their jobs?.

11:82
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up,
THE PLAN INTO ACTION

Verifying sources of information:
observation/documents

Observation: Is there an atmosphere
of communication and collaboration
among staff at the school? Do

personnel appear to understand and
have commitment to the planned

program?

Documents: Council/committee
agendas and minutes; staff meeting-
records; interstaff communications;
district communications; SESR

records and -communication home/

school communciation.

Observation: Are the roles' defined

in the plan being carried out by

the personnet'asigned? Do people

know 4at they are supposed to do?

Withregom?

Documents: Any records of planning,

translating, and evaluation activi-

ties including. memos, and other

communications .among staff and

-councils; IEPs/ILPe.; the school

plan, atandarized and othe test
data; survey data; interstaff

communications;

196
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Area of investigation

Ongoing planning and

evaluation procedures,

r

i'97

Primary source of information:
interviews

What ongoing planning procedures'(formalamd/or
informal). are used to make program. modifica-

tions? Who,is,responsible for what? Doei the

process work? 1s there commitment to the

process? s.

What is the ongoing plannipg process by which
the local stbool personnel- '`contribute to the

revision/modification of the SESR plan?

What types of evaluation information 'pre
gathered?How frequently? Who is involved?

How are evaluation data used in planning for
'program change?

How do staff and others know, whether or not
what they have' planned 'and implemented is

making a difference in student learning?

What personnel are involved' in planning and

evaluation activities conducted Ochoolwider

What are the proceduies for identifying and

solving a problem in tranalating the' plan into

action? Who is involved?

How does the problem solving procelis relate to
the ongoing planning and eualutitioff, process at

I, the school? *-

r

,/

Verifying sources of information:
observation/documents
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IF
1,PORTLNITIES Fai IMPROVING PLANNING, TRANSLATING THE PL14 INTO ACTION, ANDIVALUATION

The statements listed below indicate actions which may have been or
need to be taken to improve the effectiveness of your program. The

specific opportunities selected gy the reviewers reflect their
understanding of your program and theirest suggestions for chat your
next steps might be to make your program more effective for students,

Allocate time and resources for planning, translating, _evaluation
activities.

w
u

staff' and parehts, should review these suggestions; determine
otterstaff, and others at the' school. The SSC/SAC/BAC, along, with

potential' effectiveness' for program improvement, and thin decide how
,your ongOing planning, trap ting, and evaluation procedures will be
used to incorporate them int your program.

Selected Opportunities for Improving'

Identify individuals to provide specifiC.leacership in planning and
for ongoing planning and evaluation,

Clarify who is responsible for what, and hew the various, roles-
arsrelated to each -cther.

EstabliSh effective connunication and coordination procedttre.
.

e. Provide staff development so that each adult working in the'program,
including those providing services for students with special needs,

understands:-

- The intended impact of the planned program on staff and students

- His or'her own individual role and responsibility in carrying
out the specific activities .of thkplan and qow and with whom to

work in carrying out the specific Activities of the planned
progrsm

- HOW newly planned activities fit with existing program activities .

f. Establish a process for menitoring the Implementation of the planned .

program, including services fortstucents with special needs.

Establish's decision-making process for makingprogrinmohifications
which provides for:

- Using evaluation results to confirm previous agreements or
detereining the need' for change

- Developing alternative procedures and selecting among the
alternatives

- Implementing selected procedures.

h. Ensure that the SSC/SAC/BAC are central to the decision-makieg

process.

9

E/S

19.7
II 84
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CHAPTER III`

PROGRAM REVIEW FINDINGS

41,
This chapter includes a description of the report

of program 'review findings and how these findings are
shared with the scho91 community. The developeent, and
presentation' of the final report is also 'described.
While parts of this chaptpr will be useful to schools
conducting. internal or self.-reviews, the chapter is.

intended primarily for revj.ewers who are conducting an
external review.

What The final Report'Includes.

The final report is both a written and an oral
report delivered at the, conclusion of a program review.
It 44 ,the means through which the-findings df the review
jean, together with the re4iewers' suggestions for how
the school program might be improved, areahared with
the staff, school councils, district-reefesentatives,
and other parents aid community members at the school:
It is the :molt critical element of the entire review
process.

The' purpose of the final report is to provide for
those at the school a reflection of the current

effectiveness of the school Orogram and Clear sugges-
.tions for ways in which the effectiveness of the program
can be sustained and/or increased.. A successful final'

-- report not only confirms and extends the knowledge that
staff and parents have about, their programs, but'also

.
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yields suggestions about how the improvement p
the school (i.q., ongoiqg planning and e4

activities and activities used 'to translate 't
program into-action) can be used to make the

ocess at
luation
planned

rogram as
effective as t was intended to be. A successful final
report is a stimulus for continuing prograe improvement.

"Tao fares are used for the final report: the quality
criteria and opportunities for improving are.included
Chapter II of this handbook; the compliance criteria are
published separately. Both report forms are"drganised
according to the model!, of a school prograi described
earlier (aye Chapter I). The forms include a section for
each concentric ring within the model of 'a school
prograe:

Ihstrdction

Instructional Support

The Improvement Process

Wtthin each of the sections, the quality report form
is organized 'int° two types cof' review findings: .(1).
quality or effectiveness;, and (2) opportunities for

improving.
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How the Report Is Develdped -

r t

Preparation for the final report is concurrent with
the process. of progtam _review, for the report is based

on all the information the team has gathered through the

investigatory methods of observation, interview* and

-document review. ' ,Information is. tested, verified,

anal,yzed,',,synthesized, judged, and reported via afe.

quality criteria and the opportunities for improving of
the quality 'report fora:,

Using the process descxibed in Chapter II of thi
handbook, reviewers gather information during each da
of review, and during dhch day confer together to shgr

what has been learned, to test the validity of what has'
been observed, to plan ways to verify infoimation that

is not yet certain, 164o plan, how to gather needed

information, and to idenftfy possible opportunities or

improving the program. During these. 'conieren es

reviewers measure the informatior they have gathe ed

Against that required to -make a judgment abo

quality of.the,program and opportunities for impr
each progrep area being reviewed.,

During these conferences, reviewers will:-

Identify areas that require more information, and plan
strategies to collect it the next ,day (e.g., who will

...return particular qassro.cm to gather additional

infarmaffon or Who will ask a"particular person

certain questions).

-
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Develop tentative judgments aboutjrogram quality, and

identify possible opportunities.fdr inprovelent..

Identify additional emidelite needed to verify theie

judgments'.

Idintify and,Mee on eaeh'ieviewer's responsibilities
'

for the next day.

Prior to the final reporton'the last day of the
-review, the'reviewers will:

Review the.school plan and all information gathered
during the 4sit:

Compare information collectad% reach agreement' on
judgments for each quality criterion.

ac
Identify for each area of the review the most promilipm
next. steps for the school to take.

Prepare to explain
why the identified

why each criterion was so Judged a nd

opportunities were,selecttd.

Write the opportunities for improvement 'in terms of the
school's own improvement process stating each oppor-

tunity so that it can stand on its diet and be-under-,
standable to a reader who was not present at the final.

report.

Decide on the order
iesponsibility each
the review findings

of the presentltion'and the

viewer will takelts presenting

1.0
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°Row the Review Findings Are Pr sented

Although the review fi dings are presented as the
final event of the review, preparations for that final
event begin during the first review day When the
reviewers discuss with the principal:-

. .

Where the,report'is to be given and when; how any
people are expected; and how the room is to 0
arranged.

How copies of the quality criteria can be made
available for those in attendance.

What special equipment might be needed (e.g., overhead
'projector, chalkboard,)

The report itself is prilsented in two sessions on
the afternoon of the last day of the review-,- first. to
the school principal and whomever he or she selects to
be present at the preliminary report and then to the
school community at the final report.

The purpose of the meeting with the principal is to
* share findings and to clarify any questions or concerns

the 'principal may have 'about those findings: It is

important to ;note here that if discussion has been
ongoing between reviewers and the principal and others
at the school, the findings will come as no surprise.

205
III-3
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In presenting the final report' to theasOlbiled
school community, reviewers begin the reportbyt

Recognizing that sole people in the audience may -clay,.,,
have participated in the review and that many have
participated in only one part of the review,, c

restating-who the review team members are, why the;Iiir011ip
there, and'the purpose pf the review.

Faphasiiing hat the review is of the whole planned
program, not of individual classrooms or.,-particular
parts of the planned program andthaCcomplience with
laws and regulations is part of the review.

!
Explaining how the quality criteria and opportunities'
are used and how they.ielate to each other.

. .

. .

Recognizing the effort expended by staff and others 'in_
implementing the planned program and /or their efforts
at improving their program.

In presenting the findings to the school community the
reviewers

If there are no compliance exceptions, report so
at the beginning of the session.

206
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If there are cOmplianceexceptional'briefly discuss
each exception, stating what about the program is

out of iompriance and whet should be done to bring.it

into compliance.

Describe the evidence the reviewers found fOr each

area of review and relate that evidence to the
0.

descriptive paragraphs of the criterion. The,descrip-

tive paragraphs may be illustrated by ,a transparency
for overhead projection'or by reading or parephraeing

from the criterion the sentences of the descriptive

'paregraphethat are appropriate for that particular

school.

Pres t the quality rating.

o /Identify opportunities-for improving the program.

Expand on the written statements by sharing ideas or

recommendations on how the-school staff and parents

can use the planningievaluation process to improve the

program.

Repeat this procedure for each program quality

criterion
.%

, Open the report to questionsand matters requiring

0

NOTE: ' Findings are not negntiable. If the school

personnel believe that the finding on a.specific item

does not accurately reflect the program, they may give

.idditional information on that it after the 'report ie

;completed. The reviewers may find it necessary, to

request documentation or other validation .of that

"information .following thewcompletion of the report. The

207

reviewers will decide in private whether the additional

information is new to them or whether it has blready been

considered. If it is new information, they .may use it to

review the accuracy or completeness of the judgment in

question.

The report is concluded VS, the reviewers:

Thanking the school community for its hospitality

Completing the review paperwork

Follow-Up to a Program Review

While the Department of Education has no standard

piocedure for "following up on the quality findings,

compliance exceptions are monitored by the Department. A

school with complianceexceptions has 45 days in which to

respond with a solutionkto the problee oci if the problem

is ofie which cannot be.resolved within that time frame,

to enter in a compliance agreement with the Department,

stating how the problem mill be resolved and when. For

follow -up assistance in implementing the recommendations

or suggestions for- program Improvement; the school

personnel, should contact their district resources, their

county office, the State Department of, Education, private

or public institutions, staff divelopment,centers within

their area, or whatever they decide ,would be best for

them.- While external:agencies should be aware that

Schools that hive experienced an analysis of the

effectiveness of 'their program -- whether .internal or

externAl - -are ,meost receptive to program improvement

suggestions, the decisions'abont who should help in

implementing recomienclations or modifying the planned

program rests with theschool and district.
'408
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